FEATURING
VAN JONES
CEO of REFORM Alliance, CNN Host, Emmy Award winning producer, and NY Times Best-Selling Author
About Public Interested

**Public Interested** is a conference convened by the Center for Public Service and Engaged Scholarship and collaboratively planned by the Harvard Alumni Association, Harvard Global Health Institute, Harvard Innovation Labs, Institute of Politics, Office of Career Services, Office for Sustainability, Phillips Brooks House Association, and the Social Innovation and Change Initiative at Harvard Kennedy School. This engaging day supports students in exploring public service opportunities with the help of alumni serving in such fields. Students have the opportunity to hear from inspiring speakers, interact with alumni, participate in engaging activities, and meet peers who share a passion for public service. Alumni are able to reconnect with one another and build a stronger public service community at Harvard and beyond.

*City Year co-founder Michael Brown '83, JD '88 advises and encourages students to find their public purpose.*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1:00pm</td>
<td><strong>Keynote Discussion with Van Jones</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:15pm</td>
<td><strong>Breakout Discussion Tracks</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Track #1:</strong> <a href="#">Education</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Track #2:</strong> <a href="#">Environmental Justice</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Track #3:</strong> <a href="#">Immigration Reform</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Track #4:</strong> <a href="#">Political Engagement and Advocacy</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Track #5:</strong> <a href="#">Public and Global Health</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Track #6:</strong> <a href="#">Public Interest Law and Criminal Justice Reform</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Track #7:</strong> <a href="#">Safety Nets: Housing Access and Food Security</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:30pm</td>
<td><strong>Updates on Campus Public Service Initiatives</strong> with Julie Reuben and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Travis Lovett</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Van Jones’ honest and poignant social commentary has made him one of the most compelling and powerful public voices in America. As a CNN political contributor and CEO of REFORM Alliance, Van’s life mission is to close prison doors and open doors of opportunity.

Van has been a leader in the fight for criminal justice reform for more than 25 years. He has founded and led many thriving social enterprises, including the Ella Baker Center for Human Rights, Color of Change, and the Dream Corps – a social justice accelerator that houses Dream Corps TECH, Green For All and Dream Corps JUSTICE (formerly #cut50).

In 2018, Van and #cut50 led the winning campaign to pass the FIRST STEP Act — a bipartisan federal bill that the New York Times called the most substantial breakthrough in criminal justice in a generation. This was not Van’s first history-making legislative victory: a decade earlier, Van was the primary champion of the Green Jobs Act of 2007. In 2009, he worked as the green jobs advisor to the Obama
White House. Van has won numerous awards, including: the World Economic Forum’s “Young Global Leader” designation; Rolling Stone’s 2012 “12 Leaders Who Get Things Done”; TIME’s 2009 “100 Most Influential People in The World”; the 2010 NAACP Image Award and; a 2017 WEBBY special achievement award.

Van’s most recent work as CEO of the REFORM Alliance focuses on dramatically reducing the number of people who are unjustly under the control of the criminal justice system – starting with probation and parole. The scope of Van’s work transcends age, race, geography, and political ideology.
Breakout Discussion Tracks

Each of the seven breakout discussion tracks will feature commentary from alums who have navigated the field(s) they are representing. Prior to the conference, attendees will be asked to generate a list of questions for the panel to consider via a Padlet wall (see links below). This wall will be used to crowdsource questions, resources, big ideas, and next steps that Harvard should consider to advance work relevant to the subject area. During this hour-long session, there will also be breakout time for students and alums to connect with one another and talk through the issue being discussed.

Track 1: Education

- [Zoom Meeting Link](#)
- [Padlet Wall: Education](#)
- Panelists:
  - Jarell Lee AB '10 - KIPP Chicago, Principal
  - Adrianna Lucero AB '15 - City Year, Staff Learning Designer
  - Sarah McLean Ed.LD '17 - Leadership for Educational Equity, Senior Vice President of Partnerships and Infrastructure
- Session Facilitators:
  - Robin Mount, Harvard FAS Office of Career Services, Director Career Services
  - Loredana George, Harvard FAS Office of Career Services, Assistant Director
  - Brittany Correia, Administrative Coordinator, Phillips Brooks House
Track 2: Environmental Justice

- Zoom Meeting Link (password: EJ)
- Padlet Wall: Environmental Justice
- Panelists:
  - Shana Bonstin MUP '01 - City of Los Angeles, Deputy Director, Los Angeles City Planning
  - Jennah Kriebel Ph.D '06 - WHO / Unitaid, Senior Technical Manager, Strategy & Innovation
  - Katherine Miller AB '98 - International Fund for Animal Welfare (IFAW), Deputy Vice President for International Operations
  - Li Murphy AB '15 - BioBus, Community Scientist
- Session Facilitator:
  - Tia Akins, Harvard Office for Sustainability, Undergraduate Education Outreach Coordinator

Track 3: Immigration Reform

- Zoom Meeting Link (Password: 917837)
- Padlet Wall: Immigration Reform
- Panelists:
  - Yesenia Jimenez AB '17 - Young Center for Immigrant Children Rights, Case Support Associate
  - Erica Scott-Pacheco AB '06 - RAICES, Director of Individual Giving
  - Mitra Shavarini Ed.D '01 - Project Citizenship - Executive Director
- Session Facilitators:
  - Matias Ramos, Director of Programs, Phillips Brooks House Association
  - Abby Hutton, Harvard Alumni Association, Coordinator, College Alumni Programs
Track 4: Political Engagement and Advocacy

- **Zoom Meeting Link**
- **Padlet Wall: Political Engagement and Advocacy**
- Panelists:
  - Tamera Luzzatto AB ’79 - Pew Charitable Trusts
  - Keone Nakoa AB ’08 - Office of Hawaiian Affairs, Washington, DC Bureau Chief
  - Josh Young ’90 - Action for Boston Community Development - Director, Field Operations and Legislative Affairs
- Session Facilitator:
  - Sadie Polen Ed.M ’17, Harvard’s Institute of Politics, Internships and Career Services Coordinator

Track 5: Public and Global Health

- **Zoom Meeting Link** (password: 307121)
- **Padlet Wall: Public and Global Health**
- Panelists:
  - Allison Colbert AB ’05 - World Health Organization, Technical Officer, Access to Medicines and Health Products
  - Evan Hoese AB ’11 - HealthRIGHT360, Vice President of Systems Integration & Innovation
  - Jonathan Newmark AB ’74 - Office of Biodefense Research, National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases, Senior Medical Advisor
- Session Facilitators:
  - Alysha Johnson Williams AB ’14 Ed.M ’20, Harvard College, Director, Pathways to Practice
  - Emily Maguire, Harvard Global Health Institute, Senior Program Coordinator
Track 6: Public Interest Law and Criminal Justice Reform

- Zoom Meeting Link (password: 740846)
- Padlet Wall: Public Interest Law and Criminal Justice Reform
- Panelists:
  - Lori Outzs Borgen AB ’91 - Seton Hall Law School Center for Social Justice, Director
  - Jessica Rubin-Wills AB ’06 - Committee for Public Counsel Services, Trial Attorney
  - Maria Salas Mendoza AB ’90 - State of Texas, District Judge
- Session Facilitators:
  - Nicole Satyanarayan, Harvard Faculty of Arts and Sciences Office of Career Services, Assistant Director
  - Amy DiGiovine, Harvard Faculty of Arts and Sciences Office of Career Services, Assistant Director

Track 7: Safety Nets: Housing Access and Food Security

- Zoom Meeting Link (password: 751836)
- Padlet Wall: Safety Nets: Housing Access and Food Security
- Panelists:
  - Natasia de Silva AB ’08 - Bronx Legal Services - Deputy Director, Tenant Rights
  - Triada Stampas AB ’98 - Community Food Bank of New Jersey - Impact Leader
- Session Facilitators:
  - Maria Dominguez Gray Ed.M ’94, Phillips Brooks House Association, Class of 1955 Executive Director
  - John Prince AB ’13, ALM ’18, Harvard Alumni Association, Associate Director, College Alumni Programs
Updates on Campus Public Service Initiatives

The global health pandemic has challenged how many colleges and universities have stayed civically engaged. At Harvard, many of our campus and community collaborations have adapted to a remote environment to ensure that we can continue to offer a world-class 21st century liberal arts and sciences education. During this session, Julie Reuben and Travis Lovett will share updates on several campus public service initiatives and ways that we have adapted our programs to meet community needs. These efforts include virtual volunteering, remote conference planning, organizing remote service days, creating civic pathways for student professional development, and keeping alumni engaged through remote activities. This interactive session will offer participants the opportunity to ask questions and share ideas.

Julie Reuben is a historian interested in the intersection between American thought and culture and educational institutions and practice. Her book, Making of the Modern University (1996), examines the relation between changing conceptions of knowledge, standards of scholarship, and the position of religion and morality in the American university during the late 19th and early 20th centuries. She has published articles on the history of academic freedom, affirmative action, student activism and the history of civics in public schools. She is currently researching changing forms of political education mid-twentieth century American universities and is serving as the inaugural faculty director of Phillips Brooks House.

Travis Lovett serves as the Assistant Dean of Civic Engagement and Service at Harvard College. Through his work, Travis is responsible for communications, partnership building, and mobilizing key stakeholders to broaden and deepen Harvard’s community engagement efforts. Travis has been responsible for developing or co-developing several signature programs including Harvard’s Global Day of Service, SPARK
(Harvard's six-week summer service immersion program for incoming students), the Mindich Service Fellowship Program (a comprehensive fellowship program that places 75 students each summer with leading public service organizations), Public Service Recruiting Day for graduating seniors, Harvard Serves Everywhere (a virtual volunteering program), and the Harvard Winnovation Program for future social innovators. Travis earned his M.A. in Public Policy and Administration from Northwestern University. He also earned a M.A. in Journalism from Northeastern University and a B.S. in Integrated Science and Technology from James Madison University.
Participating Offices

Center for Public Service and Engaged Scholarship

The Center for Public Service and Engaged Scholarship is the hub and department that supports all public service efforts at Harvard College. The department offers curricular and cocurricular programs to prepare Harvard College students with the knowledge and tools needed to meet the challenges facing our society. Through academic coursework, leadership development, volunteerism, community activism, and pre-professional experiences, the department offers many pathways for students to engage in public service. Working with a wide range of partners to ensure that programs address critical community needs, the department oversees a number of collaborative public service efforts where Harvard students can make important contributions to social welfare and develop a strong sense of public purpose. These programs include the Public Interested Conference, the Global Day of Service, Public Service Recruiting Day, the Scholarship and Social Justice Research Conference, and the Harvard Winnovation Program.

Follow-Up Opportunities:

● Visit our website: https://publicservice.fas.harvard.edu/
● Students: Sign up for the Public Service Weekly Update: goo.gl/pqxeMq
The Harvard Alumni Association (HAA), Harvard’s official University-wide alumni association, is a dues-free organization composed of all University students and graduates. The HAA maintains and enhances a highly engaged, vibrant community of alumni and friends worldwide. The purpose of the HAA is to promote the welfare of Harvard University and to establish a mutually beneficial relationship between Harvard University and its alumni. This is your community, and your unique experiences and perspectives bring it to life. After you complete one semester at Harvard, you’re a lifetime member!

The College Alumni Programs office of the HAA serves more than 100,000 Harvard and Radcliffe College alumni and undergraduates. The office oversees and develops programming to preserve and maintain Harvard traditions and to create new opportunities to connect members of the Harvard community with one another and with the University.

Connect with alumni by using the HAA Alumni Directory at community.alumni.harvard.edu. Learn more about the Harvard Alumni Association and student-alumni engagement events and resources at alumni.harvard.edu/undergraduates.
The Phillips Brooks House Association (PBHA) is a student-run, community-based, nonprofit public service organization affiliated with Harvard College. For more than a century, PBHA has offered vital experience to generations of leaders in service while strengthening partnerships between College students and local communities. Today, 1,500 volunteers participate in more than 80 programs serving 10,000 low-income people in Greater Boston. PBHA brings the creativity and enthusiasm of students together with the guidance of professional staff and the knowledge of community members to offer inspired and effective year-round programming. PBHA’s programming is rooted in communities and evolves in response to expressed local needs. In the 1950s, PBHA volunteers were pioneers in working with the mentally ill—members of PBHA testified before Congress on those issues and later the Mental Health Committee, which partnered college students with patients in mental health facilities and served as a model for President Kennedy’s Volunteers in Service to America (VISTA). Around the same time, PBHA’s Project Tanganyika, a volunteer teacher’s project in Africa, was studied in the creation of the Peace Corps. PBHA’s Undergraduate Teachers Program was one of the first attempts to utilize student volunteers to support understaffed schools.

Today, PBHA students volunteer with and direct programs in advocacy, adult education, youth tutoring and mentoring, housing, and summer enrichment. Students help young immigrants in Dorchester build English skills, provide youth jobs and mentoring to at-risk teens, offer shelter and safety to men and women sleeping on the streets, and partner with local labor unions to win fair wages. These programs work collaboratively with one another and local partners to build community power and advocate for structural change.
Follow-Up Opportunities:

- Learn more about volunteering: [http://pbha.org/get-involved/](http://pbha.org/get-involved/)
- Apply to the Priscilla Chan Stride Service Program Undergraduate Scholarships or a variety of opportunities with the Summer Urban Program: [http://pbha.org/get-involved/job-opportunities/](http://pbha.org/get-involved/job-opportunities/)

Institute of Politics

The Institute of Politics (IOP) at Harvard Kennedy School was established in 1966 as a memorial to President Kennedy. The IOP’s mission is to unite and engage students, particularly undergraduates, with academics, politicians, activists, and policymakers on a nonpartisan basis to inspire them to consider careers in politics and public service. The Institute strives to promote greater understanding and cooperation between the academic world and the world of politics and public affairs.

Follow-Up Opportunities:

- Visit our website: [https://iop.harvard.edu/](https://iop.harvard.edu/)
- Please visit [iop.harvard.edu/get-involved/internships-careers](http://iop.harvard.edu/get-involved/internships-careers) for more information.
The Office of Career Services welcomes all students and offers a wide range of services and resources tailored specifically to internships, entry-level jobs, and summer opportunities for Harvard College students and recent alumni. Alumni within five years of graduation have full access to all services, with the exception of some online subscription resources.

Resources for students and recent graduates:
- Drop-in Advising
- Scheduled Appointments
- Summer Planning and Funding
- Premedical and Health Careers
- Graduate and Professional School Advising
- Career Fairs, Employers, and Workshops

Follow-Up Opportunities:
- Visit our website: https://ocs.fas.harvard.edu/
- Sign up for OCS FirstHand Advisers: https://ocs.fas.harvard.edu/alumni-adviser-platform
Harvard Global Health Institute

The Harvard Global Health Institute (HGHI) is committed to addressing broad challenges in public health that affect large populations around the globe. HGHI offers returning Harvard undergraduates the opportunity to participate in paid summer research and internship placements on the Harvard campus as well as across the world. These opportunities range from placements in laboratories and research groups, to fieldwork with hospitals and community health clinics, to office-based internships with NGOs and international organizations.

Follow-Up Opportunities:
- Visit our website:
  https://ghhp.fas.harvard.edu/hghi-summer-internships-and-research-placements

Harvard Office for Sustainability

The Harvard Office for Sustainability (OFS) leads a University-wide organizational change initiative across Harvard’s Schools and departments to set and achieve goals for a healthier, more sustainable future. We do this by educating and empowering our students to become leaders who will use their knowledge to create a sustainable impact in service to the world; translating research and teaching into practice, using our campus to pilot innovative solutions to real-world challenges; and institutionalizing best practices and amplifying their impact through sharing replicable models to be implemented inside and outside Harvard.
Follow-Up Opportunities:

- Visit our website: [https://green.harvard.edu/](https://green.harvard.edu/)
- First-year students can join Green ’24, our project-based think tank focused on empowering students through making impactful change on our campus.
- Undergraduates can apply to work for the Resource Efficiency Program, a peer-to-peer education program based in the dorms and Houses. We will be hiring for positions in the upperclassmen Houses in April.
- Students can apply for a Student Sustainability Grant or to the Campus Sustainability Innovation Fund to receive funding for implementing project ideas on campus. All applications will reopen in the fall semester of 2021.
- Follow the Office for Sustainability’s calendar at green.harvard.edu to see upcoming events.
- See inefficiencies on campus? Reach out to the Faculty of Arts and Sciences Energy Program to share your ideas for improvement by emailing energy@fas.harvard.edu.
- We encourage Alumni to look at joining the Harvard Alumni for Climate and the Environment Special Interest Group: [https://www.harvardclimate.com/](https://www.harvardclimate.com/)
- Join us on April 22 as we celebrate Earth Day

**Social Innovation and Change Initiative (SICI) at Harvard Kennedy School**

The Social Innovation and Change Initiative (SICI) is working to advance the study and practice of innovation with a social purpose. We develop research, pedagogical content, and educational programs that help students, citizens, and organizations around the world, navigate the challenges of initiating and implementing social change. Through these core activities, we aim to illuminate the multiple paths social innovators can take to advance social progress across sectors.
Follow-Up Opportunities:

- Visit our website: [https://sici.hks.harvard.edu/](https://sici.hks.harvard.edu/)
- Sign up for SICI’s newsletters: [https://bit.ly/2M0nmre](https://bit.ly/2M0nmre)
- Follow SICI on Social Media: Twitter, Facebook, and LinkedIn
- Email us: sici@hks.harvard.edu
- Apply to be a Fellow (opens Summer 2021): [https://sici.hks.harvard.edu/project/fellowship/](https://sici.hks.harvard.edu/project/fellowship/)

Harvard Innovation Labs

Harvard Innovation Labs are an innovation ecosystem that exists to support Harvard students and alumni in their quest to explore the world of game-changing entrepreneurship.

Whether you’re looking to solve a problem by creating a business, or simply interested in learning about innovation more broadly, we’ll help you get there further, faster. We unleash the innovative power of individuals through a network of highly-curated advisors and mentors, peer collaboration and interaction, and comprehensive resource and programming support.

We serve all full-time degree-seeking Harvard students, eligible alumni, or faculty-led ventures with an interest in innovation and entrepreneurship.

Follow-Up Opportunities:

- Visit our website: [https://innovationlabs.harvard.edu/](https://innovationlabs.harvard.edu/)
Spring 2021: Key Student Deadlines

February 7, 2021

- Harvard Global Health Institute - 40+ summer internship and research opportunities in public and global health work
- Institute of Politics Director’s Internships - 100+ opportunities in politics and public service
- Mindich Service Fellows - 70+ paid public service opportunities at leading nonprofit and public sector programs
- PBHA’s Summer Urban Program - apply to direct a summer camp or lead a classroom!

February 8, 2021

- Presidential Public Service Fellowship - sponsors up to 5 outstanding undergraduate public service projects

March 1, 2021

- Harvard Clubs Summer Community Service Fellowships - over 20 Harvard Clubs and Shared Interest Groups (SIGs) sponsor student-designed summer service projects

March 2, 2021

- Program in Community Engaged Research (PCER) - PCER is an immersive summer experience focused on community-engaged inquiry projects where students work alongside Harvard faculty on a project in collaboration with community partners
April 4, 2021

- **Institute of Politics Summer Stipend** - students who are seeking funding for low-paid or unpaid internships in politics and public service can apply for sponsorship;

April 15, 2021

- **Summer Work-Study** - students who are eligible for federal work-study funding via Harvard’s Financial Aid Office can apply for summer funding for self-design service projects
Conference Participant Directory

**Amma Ababio** AB ’19
Curriculum Associates, Management Development Analyst
amma.ababio@gmail.com

**Salina Abraham** MPP ’22
Harvard Kennedy School, Business and Government; Environmental Leadership
salinaabraham@hks.harvard.edu

**Detris Adelabu** Ed.D ’97
Boston University, Clinical Professor
dadelabu@bu.edu

**Tolu Adeniji** AB ’22
Harvard College, History of Science
tadeniji@college.harvard.edu

**Farah Afify** AB ’22
Harvard College, Social Studies
afifyf@college.harvard.edu

**Mayank Agarwal** HMSEE ’18
Harvard Medical School, Safety, Quality, Informatics and Leadership
mayankagra@alumni.harvard.edu

**Claribel Aguilar Whyte** Ed.M ’21
Harvard Graduate School of Education, Technology, Innovation and Education
caguarlwhyte@gse.harvard.edu

**Nadir Ahmad** MPA ’11
Dowling Street, Founder & CEO
nadir@dowlingstreet.com

**Rowana Ahmed** SM ’22
Harvard School of Public Health, Health Data Science
rowanaahmed@hsph.harvard.edu

**Annette Aiello** Ph.D ’79
Smithsonian Trop Res Inst, Entomology
aielloa@si.edu

**Robin Aiello** AB ’84
Self, Expedition Leader/Marine Biologist
robin.aiello@me.com

**Oluwaseun Akinfolarin** Ed.M ’21
Harvard Graduate School of Education, Technology, Innovation in Education
oluwaseunakinfolarin@gse.harvard.edu

**Tia Akins**
Harvard Office for Sustainability, Undergraduate Education Outreach Coordinator
christiana_akins@harvard.edu

**Penny Alegria** AB ’24
Harvard College, English
palegria@college.harvard.edu

**Joa Alexander** AB ’10, AM ’19
Isenberg School of Management, UMass Amherst, MBA Fellow
joa.alexander@beyondservice.org

**Malene Alleyne** LLM ’17
Freedom Imaginaries, Founder
alleyne.malene@gmail.com
Stacey Alston  AB '84
The Waldorf School of Atlanta, Enrollment Director
salston@waldorfatlanta.org

Ted Amdur  Ph.D '22
Graduate School of Arts and Sciences, Ph.D Candidate
amdur@g.harvard.edu

Chimaobi Amutah  AB '07
New Jersey Department of Education, Data Visualization Expert
amutah@gmail.com

Kathy Andersen  MPA '06
Impact Global, CEO & Founder
Kathy@Kathyandersen.com

Bryan Ang  CSS '02
Honorary Consulate of Peru, Consul
Bryanlaoang@aol.com

Sarah Angell  AB '18
The Food Research and Action Center, Digital Media Associate
sarah.c.angell@gmail.com

Leanne Ansari  AB '25
Harvard College, incoming student
lansari@college.harvard.edu

Rebecca Araten  AB '23
Harvard College, History and Literature, Women Gender, and Sexuality
raraten@college.harvard.edu

Noelehua Archambault  Ed.M '02
Punahou School, VP for Institutional Advancement
narchambault@punahou.edu

Camden Archambeau  AB '23
Harvard College, History
camdenarchambeau@college.harvard.edu

Cheryl Archbald  AB '90
Harvard College, Sociology, Pre-Med
carchbald2012@gmail.com

Barbara Archer  M.Div. '85
Harvard Divinity School, Rev.
archtul@bresnan.net

James Arena-DeRosa  AB '78
Former Northeast Regional Administrator USDA, former New England Peace Corps Director
arena-derosa@msn.com

Juan Arredondo  NF '19
Nieman Foundation, Nieman Fellow
juanarre@gmail.com

Becky Ausenda  Ed.M '18
Bermuda Education Network, Founder
becky.ausenda@ben.bm

Cyrus Ayubcha  MD '24
Harvard Medical School, Student
Cyrusayubcha@hms.Harvard.edu

Andrew Babbitt  MPA '22
Harvard Kennedy School, Student
ababbit@hks.harvard.edu

Andrea Bacle  Ed.M '08
Lone Star College, GED Mathematics Instructor
andrea.bacle@gmail.com

Ayuna Badmaeva  GMP '12
Science Media Group, Director
ayuna.badmaeva@yahoo.com
Charumathi Badrinath AB ’24
Harvard College, Computer Science
charumathibadrinath@college.harvard.edu

Abdelaziz Bahnasy AB ’21
Harvard College, Economics, Computer Science
abahnasy@college.harvard.edu

Leslie Ballantyne AB ’96, JD ’01
Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center, VP, HR Legal & Regulatory Affairs
lmballan@hotmail.com

Musa Bangura MMS ’22
Global Health Delivery, Student
mbangura@hms.harvard.edu

Francisco Barajas Ed.M ’21
Harvard Graduate School of Education, International Education Policy
fbarajas@gse.harvard.edu

Paula Barksdale AB ’87
Retired, Educational Consultant
paulabarksdale@mac.com

Genevieve Barnard Oni MPA ’19
MDaaS Global, CFO
gvbarnard@gmail.com

Barbara Barreno-Paschall AB ’07
State of Illinois, Human Rights Commissioner
barbarabarreno@gmail.com

Joseph Barretto AB ’97
Barretto Consulting, Nonprofit Strategy Consultant
joseph@barretto.nyc

Kenneth Barron AB ’64
Self, Physician
kenneth.g.barron@gmail.com

Kathleen Barrow AB ’19
Quadrant Strategies, Associate
Kbarrowg@gmail.com

Alexandra Barstow AB ’88
Director, Trustee, Nonprofit Committee Member
alixf@mac.com

Aden Barton AB ’24
Harvard College, Economics
adenborton@college.harvard.edu

Steve Baskin MBA ’93
Camp Champions, Executive Director
steveb@campchampions.com

Anastasia Batrachenko AB ’07
Basis Independent Silicon Valley, College Guidance Coordinator (Education)
agbatrachenko@gmail.com

Suzy Becker BI ’00
Self-employed, Author-Artist-Educator-Activist
suzy@suzybecker.com

Anna Begley MBA ’20
AbbVie, Manager
ambegley2@gmail.com

Arnold Behrer AB ’09, Ph.D ’20
Stanford University, Post-doc, Economist
abehrer@gmail.com

Calvin Beighle AB ’24
Harvard College, Economics
calvinbeighle@college.harvard.edu

Marc Bender AB ’71, AM ’74
Various INGOs, Communications Consultant
contact.mb@gmail.com
Brandy Benjamin  ALM '20  
Harvard Extension School, Finance  
bsbenjamin@alumni.harvard.edu

Lennon Bensaou  AB '17  
Harvard College, Psychology  
lennonbensaou@gmail.com

Lena Benson  MPP '10  
lenambenson@gmail.com

Mark Benson  ALM '11  
MindEdge, Incorporated, Subject Matter Expert/Consultant  
mbenson5168@gmail.com

Eve Benton  MBA '71  
Volunteer, Reunion Chair  
evebenton@gmail.com

Jonah Berger  AB '21  
Harvard College, Economics, History  
jonahberger@college.harvard.edu

Daniel Berman  AB '79, JD '83  
Boston University School of Law, Adjunct Professor of Law; Former Director of Graduate Tax Program; Professor of Practice of Tax Law  
daniel_berman_ab79@post.harvard.edu

Anushka Bhaskar  AB '22  
Harvard College, Government and Molecular and Cellular Biology  
anushkabhaskar@college.harvard.edu

Daniel Bicknell  AB '13, MPP '20  
Partners in Health, Contact Tracer Supervisor  
dbicknell@alumni.harvard.edu

Melissa Biegert  AB '90  
Austin Community College District, Director, High School Programs Academic Success  
melaraus@sbcglobal.net

Jay Bills  Ed.M '20  
Axiom, CEO  
jbills@gse.harvard.edu

Sterling Bland  AB '23  
Harvard College, Sociology  
slee6@college.harvard.edu

Greg Blonder  Ph.D '82  
Boston University, Professor  
gblonder@bu.edu

Samantha Boardman  AB '94, MD '00, SM '13  
Weill Cornell Medical College Assistant Attending Physician; Clinical Assistant Professor of Psychiatry; Clinical Instructor in Medicine  
samantha@boardmanmd.com

Shana Bonstin  MUP '01  
City of Los Angeles, Deputy Director Los Angeles City Planning  
shana.bonstin@lacity.org

John Bookston  JD '71, Ed.M '86  
Retired Public Interest Lawyer and Secondary Math Teacher  
john.bookston@gmail.com

Lori Outzs Borgen  AB '91  
Seton Hall Law School Center for Social Justice, Director  
lori.borgen@shu.edu
Andrea Borgmann AB ’85
Boston Children’s Hospital, Instructor, Harvard Medical School
aborgmannmd@gmail.com

Dylan Bourguignon MBA ’07
So-sure, CEO
dbourguignon@mba2007.hbs.edu

Michelle Boyers MBA ’00
Give Forward Foundation, CEO
michelle.boyers@gmail.com

Joyce Tang Boyland AB ’86
Alverno College, Psychology & Effective Citizenship
jtangb@post.harvard.edu

Guy Bramble Ed.M ’76
Heritage Hall, President
headguy@heritagehall.com

Heidi Brandow M.Des ’21
Harvard Graduate School of Design, Student
heidibrandow@gsd.harvard.edu

Sarah Brashear Ed.M ’21
Harvard Graduate School of Education, Education Policy and Management
sarahbrashear@gse.harvard.edu

Molly Brethauer AB ’06
Viking Global Foundation, Executive Director
mbrethauer@vikingglobal.com

Jazmin Brooks ALB ’11
University of Colorado, Director of Development
brooks.jazmin@gmail.com

Claire Broome AB ’70, MD ’75
Emory University, Adjunct Professor
cvbroome@gmail.com

Emily Brother AB ’19
Harvard University, Staff Assistant, Institute of Politics
emilybrother@alumni.harvard.edu

Christian Browder AB ’23
Harvard College, Social Studies
christianbrowder@college.harvard.edu

Hassan Brown Ed.LD ’21
Harvard University/New Profit, Doctoral Resident
hbrown@gse.harvard.edu

Lisa Brown AB ’88
Austin College, Professor of Psychology, Dean of Social Sciences
lbrown@austincollege.edu

Morgan Brown AB ’06, MPA ’18
New Hampshire Democratic Party Coordinated Campaign/Pete for America
morgan.s.brown@gmail.com

Rick Brown AB ’22
Harvard College, Economics
rbrown@college.harvard.edu

Shataia Brown Whitney AB ’94
Private Practice: Licensed Marriage and Family Therapist
shataia@shataia.com

Carolyn Bruckmann AB ’16
One Acre Fund, Senior Analyst, Internal Consulting Team
carolynbruckmann@gmail.com
Kelly Bryant  Ed.M ’01  
School Board Director  
eelyllek@yahoo.com

Bryan Buckley  Dr.PH ’20  
MedStar Health, Fellow and Program Director  
bryanobuckley@gmail.com

Tanya Budler  Ed.M ’22  
Harvard Graduate School of Education, Student  
Tbudler@gse.Harvard.edu

Heather Buffo  AB ’15  
Republic, Venture Growth & Partnerships Lead  
hbuffo@post.harvard.edu

Zoe Bulger  MPP ’21  
The Bridgespan Group, Consultant  
zoe.bulger@bridgespan.org

Rafael Burgos-Mirabal  AB ’89, AM ’91  
UMass Amherst, Ph.D Candidate  
leafar10@gmail.com

Christine Burton  MPA ’10  
Kennedy, Seminarian Anglican Church of Canada  
christinemburton1@gmail.com

Maria Burzillo  AB ’21  
Harvard College, Applied Math  
mburzillo@college.harvard.edu

Melissa Bush  MD ’96  
Mednax Medical Group, Maternal Fetal Medicine Physician  
melissacbush@hotmail.com

Layla Cable  CAS ’91  
Retired Boston Public, Reading Consultant K2 teacher  
laylahcable@gmail.com

Peter Cahn  AB ’96  
MGH Institute of Health Professions, Associate Provost for Academic Affairs  
pcahn@post.harvard.edu

Chris Campbell  AB ’87  
Alternatives to Violence for Peace, Chairman Massachusetts, Board member, AVP International  
christopherpcampbell@yahoo.com

Tushara Canekeratne  ALI ’15  
Nadastra, Inc., CEO  
tushara@nadstra.com

Paula Caplan  AB ’69  
Hutchins Center, Director, Voices of Diversity Project  
paulacaplan@gmail.com

Sophia Capone  AB ’15  
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Deputy Budget Director, Executive Office for Administration and Finance  
sophiabcapone@gmail.com

Mel Carlson  Ed.M ’84, SM ’89  
Harvard School of Public Health, Biotechnology bioven@aol.com

Susan Carney  AB ’83, JD ’87  
Alaska Supreme Court, Justice  
scarney@akcourts.us

Jane Carr  AB ’02  
Portland State University, Civic Leadership Program  
janegeraldcarr@gmail.com
Laurie Carr Ed.M ’01
Guilford County Schools, Senior Director of Principal Leadership, Development & Recruitment
lauriec0504@gmail.com

Deb Carroll Ed.M
Harvard’s Office of Career Services, Director, Employment Relations and Operations
dcarroll@fas.harvard.edu

DayOnna Carson AB ’24
Harvard College, Social Sciences
dcarson@college.harvard.edu

Christian Carvajal AB ’15
Blackfin TV & Freelance, Research Associate & Producer
c.carvajal@post.harvard.edu

Manuel Casas ALM ’18
Harvard Extension School, Sustainability Management
manuel.casas24@hotmail.com

Michael Cassidy AB ’94
Town of Holliston, Fire Chief/Emergency Management Director
MRCfmFBC@sprynet.com

Emily Ceisler MD ’91
Pediatric Ophthalmic Consultants and NYU Langone Medical Center, Pediatric Ophthalmologist
ceisler@pedseye.com

Steven Chambers Ed.LD ’22
Harvard Graduate School of Education, Technology in Education
steve_chambers@gse.harvard.edu

Steven Chambers Ed.LD ’21
Harvard Graduate School of Education, Doctor of Education Leadership
SChambers@gse.harvard.edu

Marco Chan AB ’11, MPA ’17
Government of Canada, Policy Advisor, Minister of Innovation, Science and Industry
mwtchan@gmail.com

Surjit Chana ALI ’17
surjit_chana@harvard.edu

Monica Chang AB ’23
Harvard College, Social Studies
monica_chang@college.harvard.edu

Richard Chang AB ’86
Josiah Quincy Upper School/Boston, Head of School
rchang@bostonpublicschools.org

Wilmer Chavarria AM ’22
Readsboro Central School, Principal
wilmerchavarria@gse.harvard.edu

Anne Chen MLA ’18
Perkins Eastman, Architecture
a.chen@perkinseastman.com

Jaye Chen AB ’90
Former: Institute of International Education, Executive Vice President of Programs
Jayexchen@gmail.com

Ray Chen AB ’23
Harvard College, Computer Science
raychen@college.harvard.edu

Yifan Chen AB ’21
Harvard College, Sociology
yifan_chen@college.harvard.edu
Nneka Chiazor PLDA ’19
Cox, Vice President Public & Government Affairs
Nneka.Chiazor@cox.com

Usha Chidamber ALM ’95
Faculty of Arts & Sciences, Government
ushachidamber@gmail.com

Margaret Chin AB ’84
Hunter College, Professor
mmchin@hunter.cuny.edu

Amanda Chivil ALM ’22
AMCS, Sales Engineer
aechivil@gmail.com

Candice Cho AB ’04
Harvard College, Government
candice.cho@gmail.com

Cliff Chuang AB ’96
MA Dept of Elementary and Secondary Education, Senior Associate Commissioner
Cliff.Chuang@mass.gov

Lauren Church AB ’21
Harvard College, Integrative Biology
Laurenchurch@college.harvard.edu

Jennifer Cipolla Ed.M ’21
Harvard Graduate School of Education, Curriculum and Instruction Coordinator
jennifercipolla@gse.harvard.edu

Jose Cisneros AB ’84
US EPA, Chief, Remediation Branch, Land, Chemicals and Redevelopment
divisioncisneros.joe@hotmail.com

Kim Clark JD ’95
Legal Voice, Senior Attorney, Reproductive Rights, Health and Justice
kclark@legalvoice.org

Jessenia Class AB ’20
Justice Catalyst Law, Operations and Program Associate
jclass527@gmail.com

Emma Cohen MPA ’21
Google, Manager, Ad Grants
Emmacohen@hks.Harvard.edu

Ilana Cohen AB ’23
Harvard College, Philosophy & Social Studies
ilana_cohen@college.harvard.edu

Raina Cohen AB ’24
Harvard College, History & Literature and Government/Pre-Med
rainacohen@college.harvard.edu

Debra Cohn AB ’81
College, General Counsel and Chief Compliance Officer of Nonprofit/Social Studies
Debralwcohn@gmail.com

Allison Colbert AB ’05
World Health Organization, Technical Officer, Access to Medicines and Health Products
allison.colbert@gmail.com

Elise Colin AB ’22
Harvard College, Social Studies
elisecolin88@gmail.com

Keith Collar AB ’86, Ed.M ’00
Harvard Graduate School of Education, Associate Dean for Strategic Partnerships
keith_collar@gse.harvard.edu
Kent Collard MArch '93
Bar 717 Ranch, Director
kent@bar717.com

Constance Collins Ed.M '22
Harvard Graduate School of Education, Race, Gender, and Educational Leadership
ccollins@gse.harvard.edu

Kimberly Collins MD '94
TGH Urgent Care, Physician
kcol890088@aol.com

Mei Mei Collins AB '22
Harvard College, Environmental Science and Public Policy
meimeicollins@college.harvard.edu

Aliyah Collins M.Div. '23
Harvard Divinity School, Student
aliyahcollins32@gmail.com

Cheryl Conner JD '82
Harvard Law School, Facilitation of Citizen Dialogue
cherylconner100@gmail.com

Frederick Corcoran AB '66
Northeast Accessible Golf Association, Executive Director
frdcorcoran@yahoo.com

Joseph Corlis Dr.PH '21
Harvard School of Public Health, Dr.PH Candidate
joseph.corlis@gmail.com

Brittany Correia
Phillips Brooks House, Administrative Coordinator
brittany_correia@fas.harvard.edu

Joaquin Cortiella AB '76, MPH '81
UTMB, Professor, Anesthesiology
jocortie@utmb.edu

Harriet Costa AB '79
Object Management Group, Project Manager
harrietmermescosta@gmail.com

Chanita Coulter Ed.M '21
Harvard Graduate School of Education, Language and Literacy
CCoulter@gse.harvard.edu

Ethan Cowan ALM '20
Harvard School of Engineering and Applied Sciences, Software Developer
ecowan@g.harvard.edu

Molly Crane AB '16, JD '23, MPP '23
Harvard Kennedy School, Social and Urban Policy
mollycrane@hks.harvard.edu

Santiago Creuheras ALM '00 ALM '01
Inter-American Development Bank, Senior Consultant, Sustainable Energy and Infrastructure
screuheras@post.harvard.edu

Teresa Crockett AB '00
Global Affairs Canada, Team Leader - International Courts & Tribunals (Legal Officer)
crockett@post.harvard.edu

Annie Cronan Yorick AB '82
Pro Bono Solo Practitioner, Guardian ad Litem in Child Abuse/Neglect; Domestic Violence; Homeless Services; International Human Rights
acyorick@gmail.com
Austin Crumpton MPH ’16
Charles River Analytics, Scientist, Environmental and Humanitarian Initiative
austin.crumpton@gmail.com

Peter Csathy JD ’88
CREATV Media, Chairman
peter@creatv.media

Darold Cuba MPA ’21
Center for Public Leadership, Fellow
daroldcuba@hks.harvard.edu

Alan Curtis AB ’65
Eisenhower Foundation, President/CEO
alancurtis@eisenhowerfoundation.org

David Dapaah-Afriyie JD ’22
Harvard Law School, Student
ddapaahafriyie@jd22.law.harvard.edu

Schuyler Daum AB ’12, MBA ’17, JD ’18
Committee for Public Counsel Services, Trial Attorney (Public Defender)
sdaum@jd17.law.harvard.edu

Gregory David AB ’99
Department of State/US Air Force, Foreign Service Officer/Special Agent
gregpdavid@gmail.com

Naomi Davy AB ’22
Harvard College, Social Studies
ndavy@college.harvard.edu

Diana Dayal MPH ’21
Harvard School of Public Health, Zuckerman Fellow, CPL
diana.dayal@hsph.harvard.edu

Kate De Groote AB ’24
Harvard College, Government
tkatedegroote@college.harvard.edu

Camila de la Vega MPP ’22
Harvard Kennedy School, Student
cdelavega@hks.harvard.edu

Natasia de Silva AB ’08
Bronx Legal Services, Deputy Director, Tenant Rights Coalition
desilva@post.harvard.edu

Kristen DeAmicis Ed.M’05
Harvard Alumni Association, Senior Director, College Alumni Programs
kristen_deamicis@harvard.edu

Julia DeAngelo AB ’17
McLean Hospital, Mental Health Counselor
jdeangelo@hsph.harvard.edu

Melanie Deas AB ’89
Link Centre, Executive Director, Link Centre (Arts Administration)
mdeas@link-centre.org

Melissa Deehring ALM ’23
Harvard Extension School, International Relations & International Security
melissa_deehring@g.Harvard.edu

Mary Deery Uva AB ’82
Attorney
md.uva@outlook.com

Marco Degaetano AB ’72
Boulder-Denver College Consultants, Founder
bdcc2000@yahoo.com
Romolo Del Deo AB ‘82
Del Deo Foundation for the Arts - Studio
Romolo Atelier, President - Founder
romolo@studioromolo.com

Brandon Demkowicz AB ’24
Harvard College, Computer Science
brandondemkowicz@college.harvard.edu

Laura Dent AB ’81
Harrisonburg City Council, Council Member
lauraworkdent@hotmail.com

Sarah Deonarain AB ’23
Harvard College, Economics
sarahdeonarain@college.harvard.edu

Paula Deroseney Ed.M ’21
Harvard Graduate School of Education, Education Policy & Management
pderoseney@gse.harvard.edu

Ron DeShay OPM ’19
World of Dreams Entertainment Group, CEO, President and Founder
ron.deshay@worldofdreamstv.com

Aislinn Devlin AB ’21
Harvard College, Sociology
aislinndevlin@college.harvard.edu

Neelendu Dey AB ’00
Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center; University of Washington, Physician-Scientist
dey@post.harvard.edu

Noah DiAntonio AB ’21
Harvard College, Social Studies
noahdiantonio@college.harvard.edu

Karen Dickson MD ’81
Self-employed, Psychiatry
dicksonkaren100@aol.com

Amy DiGiovine
Harvard Faculty of Arts and Sciences Office of Career Services, Assistant Director
adigiovine@fas.harvard.edu

Colleen DiStefano MPH ’21
Harvard School of Public Health, Health Management
cdistefano@hsph.harvard.edu

Sarah Dolisca MD ’17
Brigham and Women’s Hospital/MGH, OB/GYN
Sarah.dolisca@gmail.com

Maria Dominguez Gray Ed.M ’94
Phillips Brooks House Association, Class of 1955 Executive Director
maria@pbha.org

John Donnelly AB’ 64
University of Florida, Business
JohnDonnelly1@me.com

Jennifer Dowdell AB ’12
Haymarket People’s Fund, Development Director
Yaisarosario@yahoo.com

Christine Doyle AB ’85
Cedar Capital Consulting LLC, Financial Consulting
chris@bramsdoyle.com

Alecsandra Drecun MPA ’10
Intersection, Center for Science and Innovation, Serbia, President
adrecun@gmail.com
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Affiliation</th>
<th>Email</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Meredith Dreman</td>
<td>Ed.M ’15</td>
<td>Morgridge Family Foundation, Director of Publishing</td>
<td><a href="mailto:Meredithdreman@gmail.com">Meredithdreman@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosie Du</td>
<td>AB ’23</td>
<td>Harvard College, Applied Math</td>
<td><a href="mailto:rosiedu@college.harvard.edu">rosiedu@college.harvard.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ben Dubin</td>
<td>MBA ’97</td>
<td>Health Gap Ventures, General Partner</td>
<td><a href="mailto:ben@healthgap.ventures">ben@healthgap.ventures</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ann Duffy</td>
<td>AB ’90</td>
<td>Education First Consulting, Senior Consultant</td>
<td><a href="mailto:annlduffy@yahoo.com">annlduffy@yahoo.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jazmin Dunlap</td>
<td>AB ’23</td>
<td>Harvard College, Chemistry and African-American Studies</td>
<td><a href="mailto:jazmindunlap@college.harvard.edu">jazmindunlap@college.harvard.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Dyke</td>
<td>Ed.M ’20</td>
<td>Harvard Graduate School of Education, Education Policy and Management</td>
<td><a href="mailto:sarah_dyke@gse.harvard.edu">sarah_dyke@gse.harvard.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karla Ebenbach</td>
<td>MUP ’98</td>
<td>Ebenbach Consulting LLC, President</td>
<td><a href="mailto:karla@ebenbach.com">karla@ebenbach.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kara Edgar</td>
<td>AB ’01</td>
<td>ESCS, Hedge Fund Strategy &amp; Fundraising, Founding Partner</td>
<td><a href="mailto:leehive@yahoo.com">leehive@yahoo.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Eggert</td>
<td>AB ’75</td>
<td>Retired, Volunteer Board Member: Children's Law Center of MA, Inc. Volunteer Attorney for PAIR Project</td>
<td><a href="mailto:epeggert@comcast.net">epeggert@comcast.net</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yasmine El Baggari</td>
<td>Ed.M ’21</td>
<td>Harvard School of Education, Human Development and Psychology</td>
<td><a href="mailto:yelbaggari@gse.harvard.edu">yelbaggari@gse.harvard.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ebtehal Elghamrawy</td>
<td>Ed.M ’21</td>
<td>Harvard Graduate School of Education, Education Reform</td>
<td><a href="mailto:eelghamrawy@gse.harvard.edu">eelghamrawy@gse.harvard.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salma Elsayed</td>
<td>AB ’23</td>
<td>Harvard College, Social Studies &amp; Computer Science</td>
<td><a href="mailto:salmaelsayed@college.harvard.edu">salmaelsayed@college.harvard.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Willis Emmons</td>
<td>AB ’81, MBA ’85, Ph.D ’89</td>
<td>Harvard Business School, Senior Lecturer</td>
<td><a href="mailto:wemmons@hbs.edu">wemmons@hbs.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Engelward</td>
<td>Ph.D ’99</td>
<td>Harvard Division of Continuing Education, Assistant Dean of Academic Programs</td>
<td><a href="mailto:engelward@math.harvard.edu">engelward@math.harvard.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brin Enterkin</td>
<td>Ed.M ’22</td>
<td>Watson Institute, CSO</td>
<td><a href="mailto:brinmaryenterkin@gmail.com">brinmaryenterkin@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christina Erickson</td>
<td>JD ’95</td>
<td>Goodwin Procter LLP, Attorney</td>
<td><a href="mailto:ChristinaErickson@goodwinlaw.com">ChristinaErickson@goodwinlaw.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LyLena Estabine</td>
<td>AB ’24</td>
<td>Harvard College, Student</td>
<td><a href="mailto:lylenaestabine@college.harvard.edu">lylenaestabine@college.harvard.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luis Esteva Sueiro</td>
<td>AB ’24</td>
<td>Harvard College, Leadership Studies</td>
<td><a href="mailto:luisestevasueiro@college.harvard.edu">luisestevasueiro@college.harvard.edu</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PUBLIC INTERESTED 2021 CONFERENCE
Francisco Estrada Ed.M ’22
Harvard Graduate School of Education,
Learning and Teaching
festrada@uplieducation.org

Hannah Ezer AB ’22
College, Social Studies & Studies of Women,
Gender and Sexuality
hannah_ezer@college.harvard.edu

Ngozi Ezike AB ’94
State of Illinois, Director, Dept of Public Health
blessingezike@hotmail.com

Ifeoma Fafunwa AB ’87
Radcliffe, Fellowship
ifeoma_m@yahoo.com

L. Kate Fay MPH ’21
Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, Maternal and
Child Health
lindseyfay@hsph.harvard.edu

Wanda Felder Ed.M ’98, ALB ’96
Harvard Graduate School of Education,
Technology in Education
wfelder@consultant.com

Anna Feldman Ed.M ’16
CU Boulder, Program Manager
aef568@mail.harvard.edu

Jimena Fernandez AB ’91
Harvard College, Economics
jimenafernandez@post.harvard.edu

Dale Fink AB ’72
Massachusetts College of Liberal Arts, Professor Emeritus, Teacher Educator
dale.fink@gmail.com

Fiona Fitzgerald AB ’19
Spolin Law P.C., Paralegal
fiona.fitz97@gmail.com

Mary Flannery MBA ’86
Retired
maryaflannery@hotmail.com

Alexandra Flatley Ed.M ’21
Harvard Graduate School of Education, Student
alexandra.flatley@gmail.com

Victor Flores AB ’23
Harvard College, Government
victor_flores@college.harvard.edu

Katrina Foelsche Ed.M ’04
The Campagna Center, Director, Wright to Read
katrinafoelsche@gmail.com

John Foker AB ’59, MD ’63
University of Minnesota Medical School, Kaster Professor of Pediatric Cardiothoracic Surgery
foker001@umn.edu

Evelyn Fortier AB ’87
U.S. Senate, Chief Counsel for Special Projects &
General Counsel for Health
evfortier@yahoo.com

Janelle Fouche Ph.D ’23
Harvard Graduate School of Education,
Education Policy & Program Evaluation
janelle_fouche@g.harvard.edu

Oliver Fratzscher Ph.D ’94
EM Leaders, CEO
ofratzscher@yahoo.com

Micheline Frias Ed.M ’16
World Bank, Education Specialist
mif978@mail.harvard.edu
Kim Frusciante Ed.M ’22
Harvard Graduate School of Education, School Leadership Program
kfrusciante@gse.harvard.edu

Hesham Gaafar MPH ’21
Harvard School of Public Health, Doctor MPH Global Health - Humanitarian Studies, Ethics, and Human Rights
heshamgaafar@hsph.harvard.edu

Stanley Gacek AB ’74, JD ’78
United Food and Commercial Workers Union, Senior Advisor for Global Strategies
gacek@ufcw.org

Karina Ga ALM ’21
Harvard Extension School, Sustainability
kygaft@g.harvard.edu

Diana Gandara AB ’24
Harvard College, Government
dianagandara@college.harvard.edu

Brian Ganson JD ’89
University of Stellenbosch, Professor and Head, Africa Centre for Dispute Settlement
brian.ganson@usb.ac.za

Lenora Gant KSGEE ’99
Howard University, National Security Fellow & Advisor, Research Administrator
petegant@comcast.net

Bartosz Garbaczewski MBA ’22
Harvard Business School, Student
bgarbaczewski@mba2022.hbs.edu

Ivonne Garcia AB ’82, Ed.M ’85
The College of Wooster, Chief Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion Officer
ivonnemg@gmail.com

Jack Gau Ph.D ’93
Taiwan Africa Research Center, Co-convener
jack_gau@hotmail.com

Evan Gautier ALM ’20
Atkinson, Andelson, Loya, Ruud & Romo, Attorney
evan.gautier@alumni.harvard.edu

Mike Gaw AB ’90
Securities and Exchange Commission, Assistant Director, Division of Trading and Markets
erghammer@hotmail.com

Rohit Gawande MPA ’19
Sunrise Movement, Public Narrative Trainer
rmgawande@gmail.com

Brandon Geller AB ’08, AM ’15
Harvard University, Office for Sustainability, Assistant Director, Sustainability and Energy Management
brandon.p.geller@gmail.com

Loredana George
george3@fas.harvard.edu

Liana Gertzer AB ’98
Clarkstown High School North, Science Teacher
neklaw0@gmail.com
Varsha Ghosh  Ed.M ’99  
Harvard College, Director, Student Engagement and Leadership, Director, First Year Urban Program  
vghosh@fas.harvard.edu

Lydia Ghuman  JD ’23  
Harvard Law School, Student  
lghuman@jd23.law.harvard.edu

Adam Gilfix  AB ’17  
Xandr, Technical Account Manager II  
adam.gilfix@gmail.com

Jannie Gilson  ALM ’19  
Johns Hopkins, Student and Instructor  
jannie857@yahoo.com

Gareth Glaser  AMP ’01  
LodeStar Works, President and CEO  
gglaser33@gmail.com

Francis Gleason  AB ’82  
Partner, Gleason & Gleason  
frank@gleasonandgleason.com

Danielle Goatley  AB ’14  
Yurgosky Consulting, Senior Strategic Accounts Lead  
dgoatley@gmail.com

Nancy Goguen  AB ’63  
Easterseals, Chair of the Board  
n_goguen@yahoo.com

Dolores Gonzalez Hayes  MPA ’01  
doloresgonzalezhayes@gmail.com

Julia Gordon  AB ’85, JD ’92  
National Community Stabilization Trust, President  
jrg1013@gmail.com

Anesha Grant  AB ’08, Ed.M ’12  
Black Girls Code, Director of Alumnae Programs  
anesha.grant@gmail.com

Daniel Grant  MBA ’13  
Skyline Champion, Inc., VP, Sales and Business Development  
daniel.w.grant@gmail.com

Markeisha Grant  Ed.M ’15  
Harvard Graduate School of Education, College Access Coach  
mng548@mail.harvard.edu

Kendra Gray  ALM ’11  
McGill University, Internships Officer  
Kendra.Gray@mcgill.ca

Mark Griesi  ALM ’15  
Oracle, Vice President, Analytics  
mgriesi@gmail.com

Catherine Gronewold  Ed.M ’91  
Self-employed, Psychotherapist  
cgronewold@verizon.net

Kristin Gross  ALM ’02  
10x Genomics, Strategic Partnerships  
kristin3399@hotmail.com

Colleen Gross Ebinger  MPP ’07  
Family Housing Fund, Vice President  
colleen.ebinger@gmail.com

Ellie Grueskin  AB ’22  
Harvard College, Economics and Statistics  
egrueskin@college.harvard.edu

Lily Gutnik  MPH ’14  
Duke University, Breast Surgery Fellow  
lily.gutnik@mail.harvard.edu
Vanessa Guzman  MPP ’20
Harvard Kennedy School, Public Policy
vanessaguzman29@gmail.com

Jaylen Hackett  MPP ’22
Harvard Kennedy School, Public Policy
jaylenhackett@hks.harvard.edu

Hesham Hafez  OPM ’08
Author, The Global Innovator
hhafez@opm37.hbs.edu

Rana Arshed Hafiz  Ed.M ’13
Harvard Graduate School of Education, Public Education
rah807@mail.harvard.edu

Sana Haider  SM ’21
Harvard School of Public Health, Global Health and Population
sanahaider@hsph.harvard.edu

Benjamin Cooley Hall  AB ’90, M.Div. ’99
Wellpath - Bridgewater State Hospital, Director of Intensive Treatment Planning
bencooleyhall@gmail.com

Melissa Hammer  AB ’17
The Ohio State University Moritz College of Law, Student
melissa.a.hammer@gmail.com

Corinne Hammons  AB ’97
Little Flower Children and Family Services of NY, President & CEO
corinne@post.harvard.edu

Kate Handley  MBA ’22
Harvard Business School, Student
khandley@mba2022.hbs.edu

Chester Haner  MPP ’22
Harvard Kennedy School, International and Global Affairs
chesterhaner@hks.harvard.edu

John Harris  AB ’76
Manhattan Community Board Five, Board Member
johnbharrisjr@aol.com

Kathryn Harris  MD ’88
Dothouse Health, Physician and Teacher
ktjharris@hotmail.com

Maureen Harris  SM ’12
Takeda, Associate Director, Analytics
maureen.e.harris@gmail.com

Alexandra Harrison  AB ’67, MD ’71
Assistant Professor Psychiatry PT at CHA, Infant Parent Mental Health
aharrisonmd@gmail.com

Tareq Hawasli  OPM ’20
Darin Partners, Founder
Hawasli@gmail.com

Catherine Hayes  SM ’89, DMSc ’93
University of MA Medical School, Director, Dental Services
Catherinehayes40@comcast.net

Sarah Hechtman  AB ’87
Harvard College, Psychology
Law Firm Partner
sbhechtman@gmail.com

Jeff Hembrock  ALI ’21
Harvard Advanced Leadership Initiative, Senior Fellow
jhembrock@gmail.com
Anya Henry  AB ’24  
Harvard College, History and Literature  
ahenry@college.harvard.edu

Laura Sky Herman  AB ’21  
Harvard College, History of Art and Architecture; Sociology  
lauraskyherman@college.harvard.edu

Kelly Hewitt  MPA ’07  
ADB, International Development  
kellydhwitt@gmail.com

Ralph Hexter  AB ’74  
University of California, Davis, Professor  
hexter@ucdavis.edu

Cynthia Hibbard  AB ’79  
CDM Smith, Senior Environmental Scientist  
hibbardcs@cdmsmith.com

Tod Hibbard  AB ’97  
Retired, Financial Executive, Community Economic Development Investor  
hibbard79@gmail.com

Halimatou Hima Moussa Dioula  MPP ’14  
Permanent Mission of Niger to the UN, Minister Counsellor  
hhima@post.harvard.edu

Charlotte Hinrichs  Ed.M ’22  
Harvard Graduate School of Education, International Education Policy  
chinrichs@lausd.net

Stefanie Hirst  
Harvard Law School, Executive Assistant  
sthirst@law.harvard.edu

Alexander Hutson Hively  AB ’19  
Usic Team Inc., CoFounder  
grow.creativetg@gmail.com

Mehmet Hizarci  PLDA ’13  
CFA, Managing Director  
Mehmet.hizarci@gmail.com

Alexandria Ho  AB ’24  
Harvard College, History and Literature  
thuongho@college.harvard.edu

Maxwell Ho  AB ’21  
Harvard College, Computational Neuroscience & Ethnicity, Migration & Rights  
maxwellho@college.harvard.edu

Evan Hoese  AB ’11  
HealthRIGHT 360, VP of Systems Integration & Innovation  
ehoese@healthright360.org

Herbert Hoffman  AB ’54  
Retired, Social Relations  
palaherb@gmail.com

Barbara Hoidn  LF ’00  
Principal Hoidn Wang Partner Berlin Architect  
barbara.hoidn@hoidnwang.de

Charles Hua  AB ’22  
Harvard College, Statistics and Math  
charleshua@college.harvard.edu

Jefferey Huang  AB ’19  
17A, Program Insights and Lead  
jeffereyhuang@gmail.com

Tom Hubbard  AB ’76, MPP ’80  
NEHI-Network for Excellence in Health Innovation, Vice President of Policy Research  
thubbard@nehi.net
Kristen Hunter  AB ’92, M.Des ’10
Harvard Graduate School of Design, Real Estate
Finance and Urban Development
khunter@gsd.harvard.edu

Connie Hur  Ed.M ’20
KIPP MA, Teacher
connie_hur@gse.harvard.edu

Joe Hurd  AB ’91 JD ’95
SOSV, LLC, Operating Partner
hurd3rd@gmail.com

Abby Hutton
Harvard Alumni Association, Coordinator,
College Alumni Programs
abby_hutton@harvard.edu

Thuy Huynh  MPA ’21
Harvard Kennedy School, MC/MPA Candidate
thuynh@hks.harvard.edu

Kelsey Ichikawa  AB ’20
Harvard College, Neuroscience and Philosophy
ks.ichikawa@gmail.com

Agnes Igoye  MPA ’17
Immigration Uganda, Deputy National
Coordinator, Counter Human Trafficking/
Commandant Uganda Immigration Academy
igoye2000@gmail.com

William Irwin  AB ’78
Tata Consultancy Services, Partner,
Manufacturing Practice
irwin999@gmail.com

Mark Iwry  AB ’72, MPP ’76, JD ’76
The Brookings Institution, Nonresident Senior Fellow
jmarkiwy@gmail.com

Zaina Jabur  MPH ’03
Harvard School of Public Health, International Health
zjabur@gmail.com

Christie Jackson  AB ’21
Harvard College, Philosophy
christie.jackson@college.harvard.edu

Paula Jackson  GSSP ’93
Freelancer, Education Consultant
laurelpjackson@gmail.com

Mimi (Mary) Jacobs  AB ’81, MD ’85, MBA ’18
Indiana University, Adult Rheumatologist
Medical Director, IU Health Physician Practice Operations and Process Improvement
mrjacobs@iu.edu

Ruth Jaensubhakij  AB ’22
Harvard College, Social Studies and Ethnicity, Migration, & Rights
rjaensubhakij@college.harvard.edu

Archana Jaiswal  MPA ’00
Self, Politics
Jaiswalarchana@hotmail.com

Michael Jaliman  MBA ’82
True North Financial, Managing Director
michaeljaliman@gmail.com

Carl James  AM ’12
American Repertory Theatre, Diversity Director
carl@thecarljames.com

Joyce Jauer  AB ’06
New York City Economic Development Corp, Vice President, Economic Research & Policy
joyce.jauer@gmail.com
Hilary Jensen  MBA '99
hilary@hilaryjensen.com

Bulelani Jili  Ph.D '25
Graduate School of Arts and Sciences, Student
bulelanijili@g.harvard.edu

Marie Jimenez  MBA '22
Harvard Business School, MBA Candidate
mjimenez@mba2022.hbs.edu

Yessenia Jimenez  AB '17
Young Center for Immigrant Children Rights, Case Support Associate
yessenialjt@gmail.com

Andrew Jing  AB '24
Harvard College, Government
andrew_jing@college.harvard.edu

Kate Johnsen  AB '02, Ed.M '14
Phillips Brooks House Association, Harvard University, Deputy Director
kjohnsen@fas.harvard.edu

Lissah Johnson  Ph.D '26
Harvard School of Public Health, Ph.D candidate
lissah_johnson@g.harvard.edu

Travis Johnson  AB '24
Harvard College, Government
travisjohnson@college.harvard.edu

Alysha Johnson Williams  AB '14 Ed.M '20
Harvard College, Director, Pathways to Practice
alyshajohnson@fas.harvard.edu

Marc Jordan  MPA '03
CEI Michigan, Director, Business Development
marc_Jordan@att.net

Ha Ryong (Michael Jung)  JD '18
Legal Aid of Cambodia, Legal Officer
haryong.jung@gmail.com

William Jung  MPA '21
Harvard Kennedy School, Student
williamjung@hks.harvard.edu

Guy Kaldis  AB '69, MAT '60
Harvard College, History and Literature
gkaldis@optonline.net

Tessa Kaneene  MUP '14
Harvard Graduate School of Design, Senior Advisor
kkaneene@gsd.harvard.edu

Riyaz Kanji  AB '82
Kanji & Katzen, Attorney for Native American Tribes
rkanji@kanjikatzen.com

Michael Kaplan  MBA '02
mkaps llc, CEO
Michaelkaplannyc@gmail.com

Will Kaplan  Ed.M '20
Chicago International Charter Schools, Insurrectional Coach
wkaplan@gse.harvard.edu

Tom Kardish  AB '83
Villa Joseph Marie High School, President
tkardish@aol.com

Denise Karlin  AB '80, JD '83
Massachusetts Department of Early Education and Care, Government
djkarlin@rcn.com
John Katz AB ’60, JD ’63
Retired, Economics
laurackatz@gmail.com

Kelsey Kaul Ed.M ’18
Northeastern University, Assistant Director, West Coast and Cooperative Education Faculty
kelseygrab@gmail.com

Swathi Kella AB ’23
Harvard College, Social Studies
skella@college.harvard.edu

Kate Keller Ed.M ’21
Harvard Graduate School of Education, Human Development and Psychology
kate_keller@gse.harvard.edu

Liz Kendall
Phillips Brooks House Association, Major Donor and Communications Officer
elizabeth.a.kendall@gmail.com

Shelia Kennison AB ’89
Harvard College, Professor of Psychology
shelia.kennison@okstate.edu

Keith Kerman AB ’93
City of New York, DCAS, Deputy Commissioner, NYC Chief Fleet Officer / Social Studies
ktnkc42@aol.com

Helene Kessler AB ’82
Department of State, Senior Advisor
Kesslerhelene@yahoo.com

Choedchai Khannabha AB ’72
National Broadcasting and Telecommunications Commission, Thailand, Advisor to Commissioner Silphiphat
choedchai@gmail.com

Nadine Khoury AB ’20
Harvard/Broad Institute, Bioengineering and Government
nadinekhoury@alumni.harvard.edu

Jeremiah Kim AB ’23
Harvard College, Student
jeriahkim@college.harvard.edu

Austin King MPA ’13
Federal Trade Commission, Attorney-Advisor to Acting Chairwoman Slaughter
austinking@gmail.com

Emi Kiyota LF ’16
Ibasho, Founder and director
kiyotaemi@gmail.com

Julia Klann MTS ’19
Harvard Divinity School, Comp. Literary & Religious Studies
julia.klann@live.de

Mary Ellen Klee AB ’61
Self, Acupuncturist
maryellen.klee@gmail.com

Douglas Koch MCRP ’78
Apprise by Walker & Dunlop, Affordable Housing Practice Lead-Senior Director
advisoryaffiliates@gmail.com

Kari Kokka Ed.D ’17
University of Pittsburgh, Assistant Professor of Mathematics Education
kokka@pitt.edu

Yulia Korovikov Ed.M ’18
Columbia University in the City of New York, Undergraduate Admissions
yulia.korovikov@gmail.com
Sara Kosiorek  ALM ’20  
Harvard Extension School, Management  
sarakosiorek@gmail.com

Nicole Krantz MBA ’22  
Harvard Business School, Student  
nkrantz@mba2022.hbs.edu

Jennah Kriebel Ph.D ’06  
WHO / Unitaid, Senior Technical Manager, Strategy & Innovation  
jennah.kriebel@post.harvard.edu

Todd Krohne  
Harvard Alumni Affairs & Development  
todd_krohne@harvard.edu

Joshua Krug M.Div. ’13  
Harvard Divinity School, Academia (Jewish Studies)  
joshuaskrug@gmail.com

Karen Kugel Ed.M ’80  
Youth College Connections, Director  
kkugel@gmail.com

Priya Kukreja AB ’22  
Harvard College, Social Studies  
pkukreja@college.harvard.edu

Shruthi Kumar AB ’24  
Harvard College, Government/Neuroscience  
shruthikumar@college.harvard.edu

Matthew La Rocque MPP ’13  
Self-employed, Nonprofit Consultant  
matthewlarocque@gmail.com

Christiana Lackner  AB ’07  
Autodesk, UX Research Manager  
christiana.lackner@gmail.com

Kala Ladenheim AB ’72  
Retired  
drkala@post.harvard.edu

Wendy Lader  AB ’86  
The City University of New York, Director, Technology Policy, Compliance & Communications  
wendylader@yahoo.com

Nina Lahoud  AB ’78, ALI ’13  
United Nations (retired); International Legal Assistance Consortium & Seeds of Peace  
ninlahoud@gmail.com

Katie Laird  ALB ’21  
The Black Sheep Agency + HES, Director  
kal241@g.harvard.edu

Kitty Lan  JD ’23  
Harvard Law School, JD candidate  
klan@jd23.law.harvard.edu

Richard Larkey  MPA ’83  
Associated Resources, President/CEO  
ricklarkey@yahoo.com

J.D. LaRock  AB ’95, Ed.M ’04, Ed.D ’14  
Network for Teaching Entrepreneurship, President & CEO  
jdl@nfte.com

Emma Laurent  Ph.D ’25  
Harvard Graduate School of Arts and Sciences, Ph.D candidate  
emmalaurent@g.harvard.edu

Lindsey Lawson  AB ’24  
Harvard College, Student  
lindseylawson@college.Harvard.edu
Edward Layne AB '69
Diplomatic Representative, Atlanta, Georgia
doc@mypreventivehealth.com

Gerald Lazare Ed.M ’86
Retired, Indigenous Education
g.lazare@utoronto.ca

Fernet Leandre MMS ’14
Partners In Health, Senior Health and Policy Advisor
leandref@aol.com

Mike Leavell AB ’78
Harvard College, English
leavellme@aol.com

Jesse Leavitt
Phillips Brooks House Association, Manager of Student Development and Evaluation
jesse@pbha.org

Amanda Lee AB ’11, MPP ’15
Abdul Latif Jameel Poverty Action Lab, North America, Research Manager
aklee@post.harvard.edu

Jarell Lee AB ’10
KIPP Chicago, Principal
jarell.lee@gmail.com

Tiffany Lee Ed.M ’22
Harvard Graduate School of Education, Human Development and Psychology
tiffanylee@gse.harvard.edu

Scout Leonard AB ’18
No Kid Hungry/Oakland Unified School District, Breakfast After the Bell Specialist
scoutleonard@gmail.com

Elizabeth Letvin AB ’13
Heller School for Social Policy and Management at Brandeis University
eletvin@post.harvard.edu

Rebecca Levi AB ’01
Stoneham Public Schools, Teacher
rlevi@post.harvard.edu

Deborah Levine AB ’70
American Diversity Report, Editor-in-Chief
deborah@americandiversityreport.com

Benjamin Levy AB ’69, MAT ’72
Harvard Graduate School of Education, Teacher Education
benlevy@post.harvard.edu

Jason Lewis AB ’90
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, State Senator
jlewis419@yahoo.com

Michael Lewis AB ’93
iCorps Technologies, Inc., Strategic Technology Adviser
mdlewis@post.harvard.edu

Yiping Li AB ’19
Abdul Latif Jameel Poverty Action Lab, North America, Policy Associate
yipingli2015@gmail.com

Ricki Lieberman AB ’68
Radcliffe, Chinese History
rrlieberma@gmail.com
Mary Lightbody AB ’74
Ohio House of Representatives and The Ohio State University Newark and Dr., Senior Lecturer, Department of Education Teaching and Learning
mary@marylightbody.com

Richard Lin AB ’21
Harvard College, Religion and Physics
richardlin@college.harvard.edu

Sarah Lin MPP ’22
Harvard Kennedy School, Public Policy
sarah_lin@hks.harvard.edu

Michael Linfield JD ’89
Los Angeles Superior Court, Judge
mlinfield@lacourt.org

Beryl Lipton AB ’10
MuckRock, Senior Reporter
beryllipton1@gmail.com

Lorenzo Littles JD ’82
Corliss Stone-Littles, LLC, General Counsel
llittles@cslllc.biz

Katharine Lloyd AB ’70
Retired Radiation Oncologist
kwllloyd7@gmail.com

Kris Locke ALM ’12
Harvard Office for Sustainability, Associate Director
kris Locke@harvard.edu

Ellie Loigman AB ’21
Harvard College, History & Literature
ellieloigman@college.harvard.edu

Nancy Long MAT ’69, Ph.D ’78
Self-Employed, Clinical Psychology
n.long8@gmail.com

Travis Lovett
Harvard College, Assistant Dean, Civic Engagement and Service
tlovett@fas.harvard.edu

Alexandra Lowe AB ’75, JD ’80
New York Democratic Lawyers Council, Voter Protection
alowe44@verizon.net

Adrianna Lucero AB ’15
City Year, Staff Learning Designer
lucero.adrianna@gmail.com

Stefan Lukianov AM ’19
Haymarket Media Inc, Oncology Writer
stefanlukianov@g.harvard.edu

Tamera Luzzatto AB ’79
The Pew Charitable Trusts, Senior VP, Government Relations
tluzzatto@pewtrusts.org

Judy Lyons AB ’87
Putnam Partners, Partner, Managing Director
jlyons@putnampartners.net

Anne MacKinnon AB ’73
Self, Natural Resources Consultant
amack@vcn.com

Nicolas Maffey AB ’13, MPA ’22
Harvard Kennedy School, Student
nico_maffey@hks.harvard.edu

Srividya Maganti AB ’23
Harvard College, Social Studies
magantisrividya@gmail.com
Mary Rose Magsaysay  KSGEE '09
Culturalcenter.gov.ph, Board of Trustee
loucontacts@gmail.com

Emily Maguire  Ed.M '19
Harvard Global Health Institute, Senior Program Coordinator
emily_maguire@harvard.edu

Haley Iesha Magwood  Ed.M '22
Children’s Law Center, Washington D.C., Pro Bono (Family Law) Law Clerk
hmagwood@gse.harvard.edu

Christine Maina  AB '24
Harvard College, Economics
christinemaina@college.harvard.edu

Matteo Malacarne  MPP '19
World Bank, Energy Specialist, West Africa Energy Unit
mmalacarne@worldbank.org

Rob Mancuso  MMS '21
Harvard Medical Student, Student
Robert_Mancuso@hms.Harvard.edu

Kyra March  AB '22
Harvard College, African American Studies and Studies of Women, Gender, and Sexuality
kyramarch@college.harvard.edu

John Markelz  GMP '15
Beamable, COO
trapper.markelz@gmail.com

Samantha Maroshick  AB '24
Harvard College, Sociology
smaroshick@college.harvard.edu

Bradley Marten  JD '81
Marten Law LLP, Managing Partner
bmarten@martenlaw.com

Carter Martindale  AB '23
Harvard College, Government/Russian Studies
carter_martindale@college.harvard.edu

Dorene Martinez  MPP '04
BNP Paribas, Head of Hispanic Latin America / Co-Head Sustainable Finance, Trade & Treasury Solutions
dorene.martinez@gmail.com

Cris Parker Marvin  AB '15
American Airlines, Flight Attendant
CParker118@aol.com

Fiona Musana Marwa  MPA '21
Harvard Kennedy School, Development Communications
fionanmarwa@gmail.com

Mahalia Mathelier  AB '21
Harvard College, Government
mahaliamathelier@college.harvard.edu

Zoe Matticks  MPH '22
Harvard School of Public Health, Health Policy
zmatticks@hsph.harvard.edu

Shamiso Mbizvo  AB '02
International Criminal Court, International Cooperation Advisor
shamiso@post.harvard.edu

Cynthia McCallister  AB '77
Harvard College, Fine Artist
cynthiamccallister@hotmail.com
Sophia McClennen AB ’87
The Pennsylvania State University, Professor of International Affairs and Director of the Center for Global Studies
sophia.mcclennen@gmail.com

Andy McCord AB ’79
Exam Schools Partnership Initiative, Co-Founder, Program Chair
amccord@espi.nyc

Blake McGhghy AB ’17
AAAS, Civic Science Fellow
bmCGghghy@aaas.org

Kerry McGowan Ed.M ’02
Phillips Brooks House Association, Director of Programs
kmcgowan@fas.harvard.edu

Andrea McGrath MPA ’05
Beeck Center for Social Impact & Innovation, Georgetown University, Fellow
andrea.e.mcgrath@gmail.com

Meredith McKinney ALM ’21
Iconixx Software, VP Global Partnerships
meredith.mckinney@yahoo.com

Eric McKisick AB ’81
Social Security Administration, District Manager
eric.mckisick@ssa.gov

Sarah McLean Ed.LD ’17
Leadership for Educational Equity, Senior Vice President, Partnerships & Infrastructure
sarah.mclean@educationalequity.org

Eamon McLoughlin AB ’21
Harvard College, Social Studies
emcloughlin@college.harvard.edu

Sheila McMahon M.Div. ’02
Barry University School of Social Work, Assistant Professor
mcmahosh@gmail.com

Terrence McNally AB ’69
People’s Prize, Co-Founder
temcnally@post.harvard.edu

Patrick McPhilamy, III LLM ’84
Self, Lawyer
mcphilamy@lawmediations.com

Jen Medearis Costello AB ’94, SM ’01
Self-Employed, Independent Consultant
jenmedeariscostello@gmail.com

Isabel Mehta AB ’24
Harvard College, Social Studies
imehta@college.harvard.edu

Amber Melius JD ’03
Kinsella Weitzman Iser Kump LLP, Partner
aholley@post.harvard.edu

Kunal Merchant AB ’01, MBA ’07
Lotus Advisory, Managing Director
kunal@lotusadvisory.com

Roger Mervis MPA ’80
Self-Employed, Attorney
roger.mervis@gmail.com

Tracy Metz LF ’07
John Adams Institute, Director
tracymetz@gmail.com

Naomi Meyer AB ’91
Greater Boston Legal Services, Senior Attorney
naomimeyer@earthlink.net
Katherine Miller AB ’98  
International Fund for Animal Welfare, Deputy Vice President for International Operations  
katherinemmiller20@gmail.com

Sebastian Miller JD ’24  
The LSAT Nerds, LSAT Tutor  
snoahmiller@gmail.com

Lynnette Miner JD ’14  
Southern Poverty Law Center, Senior Staff Attorney, Criminal Justice Practice Group  
lynnette.miner@gmail.com

Sue Minter AB ’83  
Capstone Community Action, Executive Director  
sueminter61@gmail.com

Mina Mitreva AM ’18  
Harvard Graduate School of Arts and Sciences, Doctoral Candidate  
mina_mitreva@g.harvard.edu

Rusha Modi MPH ’13  
Harvard School of Public Health, Health Policy and Management  
rusha.modi@gmail.com

Mahmod Mohamed HMSEE ’18  
University of Alberta, Healthcare Quality Improvement  
mahmod1@ualberta.ca

Chandra Mohammed  
Harvard Alumni Association, Associate Director  
chandra_mohammed@harvard.edu

Alida Monaco AB ’21  
Harvard College, Environmental Science and Public Policy  
alidamonaco@college.harvard.edu

Edgar Monterroso MPH ’88  
CDC, Senior Epidemiologist  
erm2@cdc.gov

Michael Montilla ALB ’17  
University of California, Berkeley, Chancellor’s Fellow and Doctoral Student in City and Regional Planning.  
michaelmontilla@berkeley.edu

Bryan Moore AB ’16  
Crimson Education, Strategy Team Leader  
bryanmmoore@gmail.com

Gladys Moran Paredes GMP ’18  
Universidad Maria Auxiliadora, CEO  
gladysmoran@gmail.com

Jessica Morandi AB ’22  
Harvard College, English  
jmorandi@college.harvard.edu

Anshi Moreno Jimenez AB ’19  
Michelle for Mayor of Boston, Fundraising Director  
morenoanshi@gmail.com

Victor Moscoso MPA ’11  
Harvard Kennedy School, International Development  
vjmoscoso@gmail.com

Benjamin Mosley Ed.M ’22  
Harvard Graduate School of Education, Student  
Benmosley@gse.Harvard.edu

Robin Mount Ed.D ’91  
FAS, Director Career Services  
rmount@fas.harvard.edu
Michael Moynihan  Ph.D ’82
Long Earth Partners LLC, Manager
mrmoynihans@cs.com

Timothy Murdoch  MBA ’90
Murdoch International Ltd., Chairman
trmurdoch@outlook.com

Jesus Murillo  MTS ’22
Harvard Divinity School, Religion, Ethics, &
Politics
jmurillo@hds.harvard.edu

Li Murphy  AB ’15
BioBus, Inc, Community Scientist
li@biobus.org

Thomas Murphy  AB ’68, MD ’73
Harvard Medical School, Lecturer in Pediatrics
Editor in Chief, Pediatric Pulmonology
tmmurphy@mgh.harvard.edu

Chelsea Myers  Ed.M ’18
Vermont Superintendents Association,
Associate Executive Director
cmyers941@gmail.com

Pooja Nair  JD ’11
Ervin Cohen & Jessup LLP, Litigation Partner
pnair@ecjlaw.com

Shreya Nair  AB ’24
Harvard College, History and Science
shreyanair@college.harvard.edu

Keone Nakoa  AB ’08
Office of Hawaiian Affairs, Washington DC
Bureau Chief
keonenakoa@gmail.com

Akash Nandi  MBA ’20
Root AI, COO
anandi@mba2020.hbs.edu

Ruhi Nath  MPH ’21
Harvard School of Public Health, Health
Management
rnath@hsph.harvard.edu

Diego Navarro  MBA ’89
Academy for College Excellence, Founder and PI
diego.james.navarro@gmail.com

Jaya Nayar  AB ’24
Harvard College, Government
jayanayar@college.harvard.edu

Austen Needleman  AB ’18
Central Falls High School, Science Teacher
austen.needleman@gmail.com

Sebastian Negron-Reichard  JD ’24
Harvard Law School, JD Candidate
snegronreichard@jd23.law.harvard.edu

Jevae Nelson  DMSc ’20
Harvard School of Dental Medicine, Public
Health
jevae.nelson@gmail.com

Kaela Nelson  ME ’21
Harvard Graduate School of Arts and Sciences,
Computational Science and Engineering
kwnelson@g.harvard.edu

Lois Nesbitt  AB ’81
Lois Nesbitt Art, Artist/Designer/Event Designer
loisnesbitt1@gmail.com
Jonathan Newmark  AB ’74
Office of Biodefense Research and Surety, National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases, National Institutes of Health; Washington DC VA Medical Center; Uniformed Services University of the Health Sciences; George Washington University School of Medicine, Senior Medical Advisor; Neurologist; Weapons of Mass Destruction SME
jviola@verizon.net

Emmanuel Ngbemeneh  AB ’22
Harvard College, Economics
engbemeneh@college.harvard.edu

Mario Nguyen  JD ’17
Department of Justice, Trial Attorney
hnguyen@jd17.law.harvard.edu

Amy Nguyen-Chyung  AB ’94
University of California, San Diego, Vis. Assistant Professor
LP, Next Wave Impact
amy_nguyen@post.harvard.edu

Emmy-Lou Nicolaï  MPA ’22
Harvard Kennedy School, Student
emmylou_nicolai@hks.harvard.edu

Benito Nishizawa Rodriguez  AB ’10
Harvard College, Cultural Anthropology
benito@post.harvard.edu

Venus Chidinma Nnadi  AB ’22
Harvard College, Social Studies and African American Studies
vcnnadi@college.harvard.edu

Patricia Nolan  AB ’80
City of Cambridge, City Councillor
pattynolan@gmail.com

Unwanaobong Nseyo  AB ’06
USC Keck School of Medicine, Medicine
unwanaobong.nseyo@med.usc.edu

Nagela Nukuna  MPP ’22
Harvard Kennedy School, Public Policy
nagelanukuna@hks.harvard.edu

Cecilia Nunez  AB ’20
Boston Center for Independent Living, Pre-Employment and Transition Facilitator
cajnunez@gmail.com

Awa Nyambi  AB ’19
Harvard College, Economics
awanyambi@gmail.com

Samantha O’Connell  AB ’23
Harvard College, History and Literature
samantha_oconnell@college.harvard.edu

Suzanne Oaks  AB ’91
WEDU PBS, Board Chairman
suzanneoaks@hotmail.com

Chiamaka Obilo  AB ’21
Arts & Sciences, Human Developmental & Regenerative Biology, Social Anthropology, Arabic
obilo.chiamaka@gmail.com

Sethu Odayappan  AB ’23
Harvard College, Economics and Statistics
sodayappan@college.harvard.edu

Latifat Okara  MPH ’20
Harvard School of Public Health, Consultant, Nutrition and Primary Health Care
latifatokara@gmail.com
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Affiliation</th>
<th>Email</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Okine</td>
<td>AB '21</td>
<td>Harvard College, Neuroscience</td>
<td><a href="mailto:okineca@college.harvard.edu">okineca@college.harvard.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamda Omar</td>
<td>AB '23</td>
<td>Harvard College, English and Political Science</td>
<td><a href="mailto:hamdaomar439@gmail.com">hamdaomar439@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monsurat Omotayo</td>
<td>PLDA '10</td>
<td>Nigerian Railway Corporation, Director HR</td>
<td><a href="mailto:momotayo@gmail.com">momotayo@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Araoluwa Omotowa</td>
<td>AB '22</td>
<td>Harvard College, Government</td>
<td><a href="mailto:aomotowa@college.harvard.edu">aomotowa@college.harvard.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charlotte Orcutt</td>
<td>AB '23</td>
<td>Harvard College, Applied Mathematics and Computer Science</td>
<td><a href="mailto:char.orcutt@gmail.com">char.orcutt@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brayden Orpello-McCoy</td>
<td>AB '24</td>
<td>Harvard College, Economics</td>
<td><a href="mailto:borpellomccoy@college.harvard.edu">borpellomccoy@college.harvard.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yasmin Padamsee Forbes</td>
<td>MPA '08</td>
<td>FLAME International, CEO</td>
<td><a href="mailto:ypadamsee@yahoo.com">ypadamsee@yahoo.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rajandeep Paik</td>
<td>MD '07</td>
<td>Harvard Medical School, Healthcare Quality and Safety/Rheumatologist</td>
<td><a href="mailto:rajandeep_paik@hms.harvard.edu">rajandeep_paik@hms.harvard.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kimani Panthier</td>
<td>AB '24</td>
<td>Harvard College, Government</td>
<td><a href="mailto:kpanthier@college.harvard.edu">kpanthier@college.harvard.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allison Pao</td>
<td>AB '21</td>
<td>Harvard College, Social Studies</td>
<td><a href="mailto:allisonpao@college.harvard.edu">allisonpao@college.harvard.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timothy Parent</td>
<td>AB '09</td>
<td>Harvard Alumni for Climate and the Environment, Seattle World School Fund, Co-Founder and Board Member</td>
<td><a href="mailto:timothy.parent@gmail.com">timothy.parent@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mckenzie Parkins</td>
<td>Ed.M '21</td>
<td>Harvard Graduate School of Education, Education Policy and Management</td>
<td><a href="mailto:mckenzieparkins@gse.harvard.edu">mckenzieparkins@gse.harvard.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ravi Parmar</td>
<td>PLDA '20</td>
<td>Barclays Capital, Global Head FIF Client Strategy</td>
<td><a href="mailto:rparmar@pld2020.hbs.edu">rparmar@pld2020.hbs.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter Patch</td>
<td>AB '67</td>
<td>Patch &amp; Associates, Founder, CEO</td>
<td><a href="mailto:peterpatch@aol.com">peterpatch@aol.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soren Patterson</td>
<td>AB '14</td>
<td>AidData, College of William &amp; Mary, Communications Associate</td>
<td><a href="mailto:patterson.soren@gmail.com">patterson.soren@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aaron Payne</td>
<td>AB '87</td>
<td>Aaron Payne Fine Art, Owner</td>
<td><a href="mailto:meadsbay@mac.com">meadsbay@mac.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LeAysha Pearson</td>
<td>Ed.M '21</td>
<td>Harvard Graduate School of Education, Student</td>
<td><a href="mailto:ayshapearson@gse.harvard.edu">ayshapearson@gse.harvard.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harold Pepinsky</td>
<td>JD '68</td>
<td>Ft. Lewis College, Professor of Sociology/Criminal Justice</td>
<td><a href="mailto:pepinsky@indiana.edu">pepinsky@indiana.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patricia Perez</td>
<td></td>
<td>Berklee College of Music, Assistant Professor</td>
<td><a href="mailto:pperez1@berklee.edu">pperez1@berklee.edu</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Carmen Perez Marin  Ph.D ’90  
Harvard Graduate School of Arts and Sciences,  
Professor of Literature  
carmen.perezmarin@gmail.com

Jack Perron  AB ’70, MTS ’81  
Hens’Tooth Discs, Owner  
jackper@post.harvard.edu

Monica Pesswani  Ed.M ’20, MPA ’21  
Harvard Kennedy School, Student  
monicapesswani@hks.harvard.edu

Clifford Peterson  AB ’69  
Taleamor Park, Artist Residency Co-Director  
cbpeterson@uchicago.edu

Lynne Peterson  ALM ’14  
Independent Research, Chemist  
lynneelizabethpeterson@gmail.com

Karen Petrone  AB ’87  
University of Kentucky, Professor of History and  
Director of the Cooperative for the Humanities  
and the Social Sciences  
petrone@uky.edu

Mark Phillippe  SM ’07  
Massachusetts General Hospital, Physician  
m Phillippe@mgh.harvard.edu

Hannah Phillips  AB ’15  
University of Oxford/UN Women, Ph.D Student,  
Consultant  
hannah.phillips@spi.ox.ac.uk

Angela Phillips Diaz  AMP ’02  
University of California San Diego, Government  
Relations  
apdiaz@ucsd.edu

Laura Pierson  AB ’21  
Harvard College, Applied Math  
lperson@college.harvard.edu

Julia Piper  AM ’16  
Aeronaut Brewing Co. & AeroLabs, Chief  
Operating Officer  
Julia.c.piper@gmail.com

Sharon Plon  MD ’87, Ph.D ’87  
Baylor College of Medicine, Director, MD/Ph.D  
Program; Professor, Pediatrics and Molecular  
and Human Genetics  
splon@bcm.edu

Terzah Poe  ALM ’14  
Harvard University, Co-Instructor,  
Environmental Management & Sustainability  
poe@fas.harvard.edu

Sadie Polen  Ed.M ’15  
Harvard’s Institute of Politics, Internships and  
Career Services Coordinator  
sadie_polen@hks.harvard.edu

Eileen Poling  AB ’25  
Harvard College, Incoming First-Year  
polingellie@gmail.com

Maura Poling  AB ’21  
Harvard College, History & Science  
poling1@college.harvard.edu

Amanda Powers  AB ’21  
Harvard College, Social Studies  
amandapowers@college.harvard.edu

Elizabeth Price  MDE ’21  
Harvard Graduate School of Design, Student  
eprice@mde.harvard.edu
**John Prince**  AB '13, ALM '18  
Harvard Alumni Association, Associate Director, College Alumni Programs  
jlprince4@gmail.com

**Bruce Prior**  MTS '70  
Harvard Divinity School, Retired  
n7rr@hotmail.com

**Al Protin**  AB '17  
Project Own, Co-Founder and COO  
aj@projectown.org

**Kathy Purnell**  AB '91  
Justice for Our Neighbors Michigan, Staff Attorney  
kpurnell@jfonmi.org

**Tarina Quraishi**  AB '14  
UC San Diego, Resident Physician  
tarina.quraishi@gmail.com

**Paul Raeder**  MBA '79  
Princeton University, Retired, Development  
paulraeder@aol.com

**Annette Raggette**  MPP '94  
Raggette Consulting, President  
anetteraggette@sbcglobal.net

**Monique Rainford**  MD '95  
Yale University, Chief of Obstetrics and Gynecology  
dr.moniqueqrainford@gmail.com

**Brammy Rajakumar**  AB '23  
Harvard College, English and Chemistry  
brajakumar@college.harvard.edu

**Janna Ramadan**  AB '23  
Harvard College, Government and Near Eastern Languages and Civilizations  
janna_ramadan@college.harvard.edu

**Matias Ramos**  
Phillips Brooks House Association, Director of Programs  
matias@pbha.org

**Diego Ramonfaur**  MMS '22  
Harvard Medical School, Student  
dramonfaur@hms.harvard.edu

**Chrissy Raymond**  MPP '21  
Harvard Kennedy School, Social and Urban Policy  
chrissyraymond@hks.harvard.edu

**Curtis J. Raynold**  ALM '12  
Curtis Raynold Consulting, LLC, Principal Consultant  
raynold@post.harvard.edu

**Cameron Reaves**  AB '21  
Harvard College, Environmental Science and Public Policy  
cameronreaves@college.harvard.edu

**John Redwood III**  AB '68  
World Bank (Retired), Social Relations; MCP, Ph.D, City & Regional Planning, UC Berkeley  
jredwood3@gmail.com

**Sharon L Regan**  MTS '98  
{Retired) RN, Theological Studies  
papillondemer19@yahoo.com

**Julie Reuben**  
Faculty Director, Phillips Brooks House Center for Public Service and Engaged Scholarship  
juile_reuben@gse.harvard.edu
Alexander Reynolds ALM ’19
Sanofi, Associate Scientist
alexreynolds15@gmail.com

Celia Reynolds LLM ’21
Harvard Law School, Student
creynolds@llm21.law.harvard.edu

Bryan Richards Ed.M ’97
Aspen Impact, Strategy Advisor & Initiative Designer for Nonprofits
bryan@post.harvard.edu

Kori Ricketts Ed.LD ’23
Harvard Graduate School of Education, Student
kricketts@gse.Harvard.edu

Latonya Riddle-Jones MPH ’20
Wayne State University School of Medicine, Vice Chair - Justice, Equity, Diversity and Inclusion, Physician
lriddle@med.wayne.edu

Susan Ridgeway HDSEE ’19, HDSEE ’20
The Church Club of New York, Executive Director
sridgeway718@gmail.com

Andrea Ringer MPP ’21
Harvard Kennedy School, Public Policy
aringer@hks.harvard.edu

Marta Rivas AB ’96
Shady Hill School, Teacher Librarian, K-8
marta.rivas@shs.org

Raquel Rivera AB ’23
Harvard College, Social Studies
raquelrivera@college.harvard.edu

Rosanna Rivero AB ’92, AM ’99, Ph.D ’01
Goldman, Antonetti & Cordova, LLC, Associate Attorney
rosanna_rivero@yahoo.com

Thomas Roberts JD ’23
Harvard Law School, JD Candidate
troberts@jd23.law.harvard.edu

Robert Robinson JD ’87
Bank for International Settlements, Former Senior Counsel
rjrobinson135@gmail.com

Avery Robinson III AB ’23
Harvard College, Sociology
averyrobinson@college.harvard.edu

Cesar Rodriguez AB ’08
City of McAllen, Assistant Health & Code Enforcement Director
cnrodrig145@gmail.com

Marissa Rodriguez AB ’19, Ed.M ’20
South Bronx Community Charter High School, ELA Teacher
marissaava@gmail.com

Allison Rogers AB ’04, Ed.M ’08
Vermont Law School, JD/LLM Candidate
allisonirisrogers@gmail.com

Gretchen Rollwagen-Bollens AB ’85
Washington State University, Associate Professor, School of the Environment
rollboll@wsu.edu

Emily Romero AB ’21
Harvard College, History and Literature
emilyromero@college.harvard.edu
Dagan Rossini  Ed.M ’20
Harvard Graduate School of Education, Research Analyst
dagan_rossini@gse.harvard.edu

Mara Roth  AB ’19
Ohio Justice & Policy Center, Paralegal
mroth@ohiojpc.org

Cindy Rowe  AB ’86
Jewish Alliance for Law and Social Action, Executive Director
cindy@jalsa.org

Annalise Roy  AB ’98
Innovate Public Schools, VP, Partnerships and Finance
waterman.ann@gmail.com

Jessica Rubin-Wills  AB ’06
Committee for Public Counsel Services, Boston, MA, Trial Attorney
jrubinwills@gmail.com

Santana Ruiz  Ed.M ’97
University of California, Irvine, Deputy Director-Center for Educational Partnerships
ruiz@uci.edu

Tyler Sady-Kennedy  MPP ’22
Harvard Kennedy School, Public Policy
tylersadykennedy@hks.harvard.edu

Diana Saintil  Ed.M ’18
Suffolk County Sheriff’s Department, Education Coordinator
diana.saintil@gmail.com

Inam Sakinah  MD ’24
Harvard Medical School, Student
inamsakinah@hms.harvard.edu

Maria Salas Mendoza  AB ’90
State of Texas/College, State District Judge
masalas@epcounty.com

Paul Samuels  AB ’75
Legal Action Center, Director/President
psamuels@lac.org

Andrew Samwick  AB ’90
Dartmouth College, Professor of Economics
andrew.samwick@dartmouth.edu

David Sanchez  JD ’22
Harvard Law School, JD Candidate
dsanchez@jd22.law.harvard.edu

Stephanie Sanchez  MPA ’05
stephaniesanch@gmail.com

Kevin Sani  AB ’17, MBA ’22
Harvard Business School, MBA Candidate
ksani@mba2022.hbs.edu

Lindsay Sanwald  M.Div. ’22
Harvard Divinity School, Arts as Abstract Chaplaincy
lsanwald@hds.harvard.edu

Nancy Sato  AB ’75
Education Consultant, K-12 Curriculum and Instruction; Educational Evaluation
nesato@aol.com

Nicole Satyanarayan
Harvard Faculty of Arts and Sciences Office of Career Services, Assistant Director
nsatya@fas.harvard.edu

Virginia Savin  AB ’66
vjsavin@gmail.com
MARI SAWA Ed.M ’22
Earth8ight School, Literacy Specialist, Teacher Training Coach
mari.ishii@shizenkyosei.co.jp

JEENA SAWLA MUP ’15
Ministry of Housing and Urban Affairs, Government of India, Principal Consultant, Senior Project Manager
jeenal.sawla@gmail.com

SAMANTHA SCHMITZ AB ’22
Harvard College, Economics and Energy & Environment
seschmitz@college.harvard.edu

AMY SCHNEIDER AB ’74, MD ’78
Family Medicine
amyschneider1@comcast.net

MARK SCOTT Ph.D ’08
Thorneloe University at Laurentian, Associate Professor of Religious Studies; Director, Centre for Humanities Research and Collaboration
mscott4@laurentian.ca

ERICA SCoTT-PAChECO AB ’06
RAICES, Director of Individual Giving
ericaascott@gmail.com

LINDA SEAGRAVES AB ’73
Harvard-Radcliffe College, Government
lseagraves2005@yahoo.com

JULIA SEBASTIEN
York University, Lab Manager, Dr. Jennifer Steele’s Interpersonal Perception and Social Cognition Lab
jsebast4@my.yorku.ca

CARA SEIDERMAN AB ’81
City of Cambridge, Transportation Program Manager
caraseiderman@post.harvard.edu

ME’LISA SELLERS ALM ’18
American Repertory Theatre Institute, Alum
Harvardgrad18@gmail.com

RICHARD SERINO KSGEE ’00
Harvard School of Public Health, Distinguished Senior Fellow
serino@hsph.harvard.edu

CAROLINE SHANNON MArch ’13, MPH ’22
Howeler & Yoon Architecture, Health Policy Associate
shannon.caroline@gmail.com

ALAISHA SHARMA AB ’20
Palantir, Forward Deployed Engineer
alaisha.k.sharma@gmail.com

MITRA SHAVARINI Ed.D ’01
Project Citizenship, Executive Director
mitrashavarini@gmail.com

JEANNA SHAW AB ’24
Harvard College, Human Developmental and Regenerative Biology
jeannashaw@college.harvard.edu

DANIEL SHEN AB ’24
Harvard College, Statistics
dshen@college.harvard.edu

JING-JING SHEN AB ’23
Harvard College, Chemistry and Government
jingjingshen@college.harvard.edu
Amy Shenkan  MBA '92
Self-Employed, Board Member
amyshenkan@gmail.com

Natalie Sherman Jollis  AB '21
Harvard College, Economics & Neuroscience
nshermanjollis@gmail.com

Bran Shim  AB '15
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Budget Director
branshim@post.harvard.edu

Melanie Shimano  Ed.M '21
Harvard Graduate School of Education, Education/Data Science
melanieshimano@gse.harvard.edu

Al Shodiev  AB '24
Harvard College, Student
alshodiev@college.harvard.edu

Miranda Shugars  AB '14
RODE Architects, Architectural Designer
miranda.shugars@gmail.com

Ian Simmons  AB '98
Blue Haven Initiative, Co-Founder and Principal
ian@bluehaveninitiative.com

Ajay Singh  AB '21
Harvard College, Social Studies and South Asian Studies
asingh@college.harvard.edu

Pooja Sinha-Skogstad  MBA '09
Harvard Business School, Director & Advisor, Institutional Advancement & Philanthropy
pooja.s.skogstad@gmail.com

Theodora Skeadas  AB '12, MPP '16
Twitter, Public Policy Associate
theodora.skeadas@gmail.com

Kayla Smith  SLP '22
Harvard Graduate School of Education, Student
kaylasmith@gse.harvard.edu

N.C. Smith  MTS '94
Montana State University, Housing Administration
norasmith@montana.edu

Samantha Smoot  AB '87
Self-Employed, Democracy Development Specialist
samantha.smoot@gmail.com

Jaquell Sneed-Adams  AB '14
Center for Teen Empowerment, Inc., Boston Program Director
jaquell.sneed@gmail.com

Christopher Snopek  AB '24
Harvard College, Economics
csnopek@college.harvard.edu

Carolina Solis  MD '09, MPH '12
Weatherby Healthcare, General Surgeon
carolina.v.solis@gmail.com

Kathryn Solon  MPA '88
Democrats Abroad, DNC Member, Former International Chair
katie_solon@democratsabroad.org

Elmer Soriano  MPA '09
Civika Asian Development Academy, Leadership Development
elmer.soriano@civika.com
Mercedes Soto AB ’90
Agenda for Children OST, City of Cambridge, Department of Human Service Programs, Impact Evaluation Advisor
soto.mercedesm@gmail.com

Linda Sowell AB ’73, MPH ’76
ljacksonsowell@gmail.com

Sharon Spira-Cushnir MPP ’92
Stephen Wise Temple & Schools, Executive Director/Chief Operating Officer
sharon@cushnirs.net

Laura Springsteen ALM ’19
Dominion Energy, Environmental Consultant
lauraspringsteen@yahoo.com

Siddharth Srivastava
Galgotia University India, BBA
siddharth1333@gmail.com

Triada Stampas AB ’98
Community FoodBank of New Jersey, Impact Leader
stampas98@post.harvard.edu

Karen Stanley MBA ’91
Stanley Construction, VP Finance & Marketing
karen.stanley@stanley-hsv.com

Roland Stark AB ’88
DeltaQuest Foundation, Senior Research Analyst
starkro@gmail.com

Greg Stevens AB ’78
Niagara River Greenway Commission, Director
Harvard Biochemistry, Environmental Studies
maplewoodgreg@yahoo.com

Michael Stone AB ’91
Center for Disability & Elder Law, Legal Director
mstone@cdelaw.org

Richard Stracqualursi AB ’74
Oyate Health Center, Budget Director
rstracqual@aol.com

Hisa Streim Ed.M ’22
Harvard Graduate School of Education, Student
hstreim@gse.harvard.edu

Alexander Strunck GSSP ’02
Harvard Graduate School of Arts and Sciences, Economics/Business
strunck@post.harvard.edu

Sreya Sudireddy AB ’21
Harvard College, Economics
sreyasudireddy@college.harvard.edu

Michael Sukal AB ’91
American Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees, AFL-CIO, Director of Organizing and Field Services
msukal@afscme.org

Jeffrey Sumber MTS ’95
Self-Employed Psychotherapist
jeffreysumber@gmail.com

Cong Tony Sun ALM ’11
Phillips Brooks House, Director of Administration and Finance
cong_sun@fas.harvard.edu

Manik Suri AB ’05, JD ’13
Therma, Government
manik@hellotherma.com
Sana Syed MPH '14
Sanofi, Neurologist; Drug Development Research
sas670@mail.harvard.edu

Loni Tabb Ph.D '10
Drexel University, Associate Professor of Biostatistics
lpp22@drexel.edu

William (Jim) Tait BA '63
State of Florida (Retired Executive), Legislative Staff Director
jim41@wjtait.com

Frances Tan MPA '19
Citibank, SVP
tanfang@gmail.com

Heather Taussig AB '92
University of Denver; University of Colorado; Kempe Center, Professor of Social Work
heather.taussig@du.edu

Lynn Taylor AB '88
CODAC Behavioral Health, Director, HIV and Viral Hepatitis Services
etaylor@cox.net

Sara Teising MPH '21
Harvard School of Public Health, Student
steising@hsph.harvard.edu

Luis Tejada MPA '08
TuShop Bolivia, CEO
luistepo@gmail.com

Sheila Thimba
Harvard College, Dean, Administration and Finance
thimba@fas.harvard.edu

Judy Thornber JD '69
Sharity Investments, Founder
jpthornber@sbcglobal.net

Audrey Thorne AB '19, Ed.M '20
Achievement First ENYMS, Grade 8 Teacher
ms.a.thorne@gmail.com

Anusha Thotakura MPP '22
Harvard Kennedy School, Public Policy
anusha.thotakura@yahoo.com

Chong Heong Tong PMD '85
Former CEO of Keppel Offshore n Marine
chtong12@gmail.com

Rebecca Tortello AB '91
Harvard College, History and Literature
rtortello@hotmail.com

Ismael Tounkara MPA '21
U.S. Navy, Student
ismaeltounkara@hks.harvard.edu

Judy Touzin Ed.LD '23
Harvard Graduate School of Education, Student
judytouzin@gse.harvard.edu

Anne Tupper AB '79
Harvard Club of Cape Cod Volunteer, Summer Community Service Program Coordinator
2annetupper@gmail.com

Christine Turczyn AM '85
Self-Employed, Freelance Writer
turczyc@hotmail.com

Davis Tyler-Dudley AB '21
Harvard College, Social Studies
davistylerdudley@college.harvard.edu
**Shelby Tzung** AB ’24  
Harvard College, Social Studies  
shebtzung@college.harvard.edu

**Dee Um** JD ’24  
dawoonum@gmail.com

**Erica Urquhart** AB ’93  
Partner, Urquhart Orthopedic Associates  
erica.urquhart@gmail.com

**Emily Van Dyke** AB ’03 MPH ’09  
Emily R. Van Dyke Tutoring, Owner  
evandykester@gmail.com

**Camille Vasquez** AB ’10  
Mass Health, Deputy Director, OLTSS  
vazquez.camille@gmail.com

**Itzel Vasquez-Rodriguez** AB ’17  
State Water Resources Control Board, Office of Public Participation  
itzel.vasquez529@gmail.com

**Silvia Velasquez** MPP ’23  
Harvard Kennedy School, Business and Government  
silviavelasquezcasado@hks.harvard.edu

**Valentina Vera Quiroz** LLM ’21  
Harvard Law School, Human Rights & Tech  
vveraquiroz@llm21.law.harvard.edu

**Andrew Vincent** AB ’13, Ed.M ’22  
Harvard Graduate School of Education, Student  
andrew_vincent@hks.harvard.edu

**Nargis Virani** Ph.D ’99  
Emory University, Senior Lecturer, Arabic  
nalivir@emory.edu

**Sage Voorhees** MUP ’22  
Harvard Graduate School of Design, Student  
svoorhees@gsd.harvard.edu

**Eleanor Waddell** MBA ’89  
Avendra LLC, Vice President  
eleanor.waddell@avendra.com

**Annalise Wagner** JD ’23  
Harvard Law School, JD Candidate  
awagner@jd23.law.harvard.edu

**Elizabeth Walker** AB ’11  
Massachusetts House of Representatives, Legislative Aide  
lizcwalker@gmail.com

**Lorraine Waller** JD ’85  
Harvard Law School, Banking/Regulatory Law  
Eileen.walnut@hotmail.com

**Mark Walsh** MBA ’80  
Ruxton Ventures, LLC, Managing Director  
markwalsh@me.com

**Helen Wang** AB ’23  
Harvard College, Chemical and Physical Biology, Global Health and Health Policy  
helenwang@college.harvard.edu

**Kalena Wang** AB ’20  
Industrial Economics, Research Analyst  
wangkalena@gmail.com

**Katherine Wang** AB ’23  
Harvard College, Social Studies  
katherinewang1@college.harvard.edu
Yijun Wang AMP '19
The Mosaic Company, VP Global Strategic Marketing
jenny.wang@mosaicco.com

Yiran Wang JD '21
Harvard Law School, JD candidate
ywang@jd21.law.Harvard.edu

Kymberly Ware MLA '21
Harvard Graduate School of Design, Student
kymberlyware@gsd.harvard.edu

Erica Wax MPP '97
Impact 100 London, Co-Founder
erica_wax@yahoo.com

Howard Weiss MPH '86
Washington Eye, MD
howweiss@aol.com

Melissa Welch MD '85
Harvard Medical, Chief Medical Officer
podsdt@gmail.com

Victoria Wells Wulsin AB '75, MPH '82, DrPH '85
University of Cincinnati, Professor
vvulsin@gmail.com

Mary Wesley DrPH '18
Harvard School of Public Health, Teaching Fellow, Delta Scholars in Public Health Program
mjesley@hsph.harvard.edu

Sarah Wexner AB '21
Harvard College, History and Literature
swexner@college.Harvard.edu

Barry White AB '64, JD '67
Chair HLSA of MA; Former US Ambassador to Norway; Former Law Partner, Foley Hoag
bbwhite7@yahoo.com

Ken White MPA '97
Self, Consultant
whitekeusa@yahoo.com

Nathan Whitfield AM '19
Harvard Graduate School of Education, Teaching Assistant
NathanWhitfield@gse.harvard.edu

Julia Wiener AB '19
Boston Area Rape Crisis Center, Medical Advocacy Coordinator
jwiener14@gmail.com

Eric Williams LF '18
The Silver Room, Owner
eric@thesilverroom.com

Samantha Williams Ed.M '11
Teach For All, Global Director, Girls' Education
sosamantha@gmail.com

Whitney Williams AB '10
Middlesex County District Attorney's Office, Assistant District Attorney
whitneyawilliams@gmail.com

Winnie Williams AB '97
Harvard Extension School, Humanities
winniewilliams@comcast.net

Joe Williams-Nelson ALB '20
Harvard Extension School, Humanities
porschemom7272@aol.com
David Wilson AB ’92
Memorial Hall, Director of Administration
dcw@wilsonevent.com

Ryan Wilson AB ’21
Harvard College, Neuroscience
ryanwilson@college.harvard.edu

Joseph Winters AB ’21
Harvard College, Earth and Planetary Sciences and Environmental Science and Public Policy
jwinters@college.harvard.edu

Michael Wong AB ’18
Ferguson PLC, Sustainability Data Analyst
mwong3119@gmail.com

Cara Woodard AB ’06
Conduent, Senior Account Manager, Community Health
cwoodard@post.harvard.edu

Jade Woods AB ’22
Harvard College, Government
jadewoods@college.harvard.edu

Anne Wyatt-Brown AB ’61
Retired, University of Florida
awyattbr@gmail.com

Jhordan Wynne MPH ’16
Population Health Sciences, Public Health Nutrition
jwynne@g.harvard.edu

Jacob Xavier MPA ’22
Harvard Kennedy School, Student
jacobxavier@hks.harvard.edu

Meng Meng Xu MPH ’22
Harvard School of Public Health, Student
mengmengxu@hsph.harvard.edu

Cora Yamamoto AB ’75
Retired FDA, US Sen. Akaka & Matsunaga, National Association of Counties, Legislative Assistant
ceyama@gmail.com

Anderson Yang JD ’94
University of California, Director
esq@post.Harvard.edu

Jonathan Yang JD ’19
Public Counsel
jyang@jd19.law.harvard.edu

Lowry Yankwich JD ’20
Harvard Law School, JD Candidate
lyankwich@jd21.law.harvard.edu

George Yeadon AB ’75
HCL Americas, Director
gyead@gmail.com

Pano Yeracaris AB ’77, MPH ’98
SyncHealth LLC, Chief Consultant
Pyeracaris@gmail.com

Sofya Zeylikman Ed.M ’19
Athenahealth, Design Researcher
szeylikman@gmail.com

Jett Zhang AB ’24
Harvard College, Sociology
jettzhang@college.harvard.edu

Ryan Zhang AB ’21
Harvard College, Social Studies
ryanzhang@college.harvard.edu

Barnett Zhao AB ’22
Harvard College, Sociology
barnettzhao@college.harvard.edu
Angela Zhong AB ’24  
Radcliffe Institute, Economics/Government  
ayzhong@college.harvard.edu  

Amy Zhou AB ’23  
Harvard College, Computer Science and Government  
amyzhou@college.harvard.edu  

Shu Yi Zhou Ed.M ’22  
Yale University - Yale Young Global Scholars, Cross-Disciplinary Program Manager  
shuyizhou@gse.harvard.edu  

Michael Zhu AB ’22  
The Brookings Institution, Communications and Engagement Intern  
michaelzhu@college.harvard.edu  

Joanna Zimmerman AB ’10, Ed.M ’17  
Arizona State University, Assistant Director, Education for Humanity  
joannamariez@gmail.com